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This anthology would not have been possible without the assistance of a
number of individuals and organisations.
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light on the world of artist’s books.
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gave perspective on the anthology as a whole and, more speciﬁcally, on my
introductory remarks. Jane Gibian assisted with proofreading and general
feedback at key stages.
I am grateful to all of the contributors for their generosity in sharing and
discussing their work with me, especially as non-generic productions was unable to oﬀer any payment. In particular, I would like to acknowledge Ruark
Lewis for his assistance in recommending a number of other contributors.
Finally, I would like to thank editor of Art & Australia Katrina Schwarz,
who kindly agreed to launch the publication in August 2007, and the University of Technology of Sydney, which provided material support to this project
as part of my candidature for a Masters of Creative Arts.
— JAMES STUART
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READER/USER NOTES
Design & Printing Notes
The decision to publish this anthology as a freely downloadable ebook hinges
on a few key advantages: ﬁrst, it allows the anthology to be distributed via
the internet free of charge; second, it presents a single document that users
can download and review at their own leisure in either print or screen format;
third, it permits the integration of multimedia content – that is, audio and
video ﬁles – as well as hyperlinks.
In designing this publication I have tried to provide a visually engaging
yet easily readable layout. However, astute readers will note that pages are
asymmetrical when viewed as two-page spreads, with the page numbers and
headings always located on the right-hand side.
I have chosen this approach due to the general prevalence of single-sided
printing in homes, oﬃces and other places where readers will print the document (if they so wish). Naturally, I encourage readers to print the document
double-sided, if possible – both for environmental and aesthetic reasons. As
such I have tried to choose a design that will work in both a single-sided and
double-sided format, as well as on-screen.
Another consequence of these constraints is my eﬀort to, where possible,
minimise impact on people’s printers and toner/ink supplies. Thus I have by
and large avoided big blocks of colour and have maximised white space.
Perhaps at some stage if funding permits, the anthology might ﬁnd a
“second life” as a print format publication – even if this move runs contrary to
the normal print-to-online sequence. In this case, such design compromises
will not have to be made.
Finally it is worth noting that these pages are A4 size (210 x 297 mm).
The design takes into account printer margins and should therefore be printed
without reduction to ﬁt printer margins. The exception is for those printing
to non-ISO 216 standard paper (notably Letter size – 216 x 279 mm) where
some “ﬁt-to-paper” adjustments may be required when printing.
Image Resolution
Generally speaking, the images contained in this publication are at least
200dpi resolution. However, in a number of instances contributors were not
comfortable (for copyright reasons) providing print-quality images to be displayed on the internet. In others, people simply did not have print-quality ﬁles
for certain items. While this will not aﬀect readers viewing content on-screen,
a small number of images will be pixellated when printed.
Media Content
A number of the contributions in this publication feature media content,
which will only be accessible when viewing the publication on-screen. Such
contributions are denoted by the opposite icon. Simply click on the icon and
the media ﬁle will play in-situ. In instances where the linked ﬁle-size is too
large, the icon will link to a website.
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THE ART OF WRITING
This anthology features the work of 28 contributors, spread across 25 chapters,
all of whom are engaged with writing as a material rather than purely literary
practice. Another criteria might be their interest in how writing functions
in new formal contexts. The number of contributors is actually greater since
many of the works are collaborative; I have simply gathered them under the
one heading, that of the poet/author/book-maker – shall we say “artist”?
– whose writing or engagement with writing forms the common link between
each work. Some of these contributions integrate video and sound ﬁles as well
as hyperlinks (meaning that the anthology has a speciﬁc digital life as well as
a printable format). There are also a number of critical essays dealing with
the manifold issues at play. I have focussed on Australian artists, while trying
to remain cognisant of the greater international context in which each works.
Naturally, it is has not been possible to capture all those working in this ﬁeld
but I have tried to select works across a variety of media and materialities.
My hopes for this endeavour are threefold: that new writing can expand
the possibilities for text-based art; that inter-disciplinary and collaborative
approaches can equally expand the way in which poetry and literature are
practiced; and, that this anthology is able to showcase the inter-media works
of contributors for both a local and international audience – literary and
otherwise. To support these aims I have invited each contributor to submit
an artist’s note, elucidating the creative and critical processes that inform the
work. Not all have taken up this invitation but hopefully, these notes help
reveal the diﬀerent motivations at play behind each person’s work. They also
underline the fact that these motivations do not always match my own, as
both an editor and an artist.
Rethinking the literary
In titling this anthology The Material Poem I wanted to capture the idea that
the materiality of language is inherent not only to the work of all contributors but also to the genre of poetry itself. However, after ﬁelding manifold
questions from contributors it became clear that there is a certain ambiguity
with regards to the term “materiality” and its usage in this context.
When initiating the project foremost in my mind was to explore the material form of language: the way in which language is embodied for us as both
a physical and/or virtual object, whether it be on-screen, on-page, on-canvas,
etc. Charles Bernstein neatly encapsulates this concept with his aphorism ‘All
text is visual when read’;1 engaging with language necessarily entails engagement with its particular materiality.
I wanted to begin (or continue, in some cases) a dialogue with those poets,
word-artists and bookmakers who, working with contextual awareness, were
not content to follow the standard literary paradigm in which words unfold
line-after-line in the same font on the pages of an oﬀset-printed book; with
those who were experimenting with writing as a physical, spatial, aural, performed and/or interactive phenomenon.2 Integral to such an approach has
been recognition of the increasingly diverse means of production available in
the areas of print, audio/visual and new media technology.

1

in, Johanna Drucker, Figuring the
word: essays on books, writing
and visual poetics, New York, N.Y.
:Granary Books, c1998. p3

2

For a succinct analysis of such
approaches see Patrick Jones,
«Patrick Jones responds to James
Stuart» in Cordite 20: Submerged,
2004 (http://www.cordite.org.
au/archives/000725.html).
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But alongside this view of language’s materiality remains the issue of
semantic content, the “meaning” formed by assembling the building blocks
of words and letters (which in turn depend on a complex semiotic system)
into linguistic arrangements such as sentences, paragraphs, etc.3 A synergy
between this semantic content and the language’s material form must exist,
otherwise it is a union based on arbitrary and/or surface-level principles.
In establishing this relationship I became interested in the idea of a literary work’s material basis, or the means by which we formulate an aesthetic
response to its semantic content. Simply put, the material basis of a “literary”
work could be seen as a conﬂuence of language with the particular ideas and
devices used by a writer to structure it. And, of course, the manner in which
we interpret these as a reader.4
Devices such as character, plot and setting form the material basis for
ﬁction, not to mention grammatical and syntactic structuring (style). But
what of poetry? Michel Riﬀaterre is a useful thinker in this regard, arguing
that the ‘structure of meaning’5 in a poem diﬀers from that of prose; in his
view poetry acts principally as a form of indirection that ‘threatens the literary
representation of reality or mimesis’6 entwined with prose. In other words,
you can’t read a poem literally. Riﬀaterre also makes the point that because
of this inherent semiotic uncertainty you need to read a poem twice to understand it: once to identify it as a localised semiotic structure, a second time
to understand this structure; in this sense the (re)reading practices of poetry
diﬀer to those of prose.7
I was delighted to ﬁnd these thoughts echoed in Mike Hudson and Jadwiga Jarvis’s introduction to Orpheus through the rear-vision mirror, a large
concertina-fold bookwork featuring a poem by George Alexander. In this
introduction, Jarvis and Hudson, who work together as Wayzgoose Press
to produce such book-works, respond to Alexander’s trope that ‘meaning in
poetry often seems to ﬂoat just out of reach, like lost paper sail boats’:
We have rearranged the traditional appearance of the individual words
of the poem by mixing in different type styles so as to encourage a slower
and more deliberate reading than the average reader is accustomed to
with today’s universal emphasis on speed. This multifaceted depiction
of words as images made of letters provides yet another visual reminder
of the “layering” character of poetry.8
Such a statement neatly encapsulates some of my reasoning in titling this
anthology The Material Poem rather than something more generic like “The
Material Word”.9 Poetry, because of its particular material basis, is ripe for
experimentation in terms of its material form. We must call into question the
assumption that books, literary journals and poetry readings are always the
best homes for poems and open to ways by which poems can be integrated
with other art forms. More broadly we might ask how the material basis of
other genres relates to their material form, and experiment accordingly.
For those wanting to see how Hudson and Jarvis have explored these
principles, I am pleased to include a selection of Wayzgoose Press books
(including Orpheus…) in this anthology. If you are able to view one of the
collections where their work is held, I would advise you do so. This holds true,

3

At a micro level, the building block
of language has been called the
≈clinamen∆, a term which refers
to the minimal swerve of an atom
in laminar flow; or, the point at
which one thing merges into
another. For language, this point
is generally deemed to be the
letter, or character, but as Steve
McAfferty and Jed Rasula point
out, Giordano Bruno has argued
it is in fact the pre-lettristic stroke
that comprises characters [see
Steve McAfferty & Jed Rasula
(eds), Imagining language: an
anthology, Cambridge, Mass. : MIT
Press, c1998.]

4

I owe many of the ideas espoused
here to an essay by Daniel
Punday, «Toying with the Parser:
Aesthetic Materiality in Electronic
Writing» in The Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism, vol. 61:2,
spring 2003. pp105-119

5

Michelle Riffaterre, Semiotics of
poetry, London: Methuen, 1978.
p.4

6

ibid, p.7

7

Of course there are exceptions to
this rule, both on the poetry and
prose side of the equation but I
think this functions well as a rule
of thumb.

8

Jadwiga Jarvis and Mike Hudson,
«Foreword», Orpheus through the
rear-vision mirror, Katoomba:
Wayzgoose Press, 2002.

9

Another title, if one were
necessary, might just have been
≈Experimental writing in Australia∆.
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where applicable, for all the artists featured in The Material Poem. Nothing
compares to the physical object itself.
Likewise, to my mind, a “material poem” – in which the aesthetic sensibility and semantic structures underpinning the work are aligned with (or indeed
placed against) its material form – stands out amongst the reams of paper
printed and re-printed in literary journals, books, anthologies, magazines,
encyclopaedias, etc. A material poem is media speciﬁc, experiments with form
to expand the means we have to engage with language, and, indeed, challenges
how we engage with language in the ﬁrst place. The material poem treats the
page as a spatial entity and physical space as a page; it engages openly with
other art forms, enriches and is enriched in turn. And we have not begun to
canvas the possibilities allowed by new media technology in the context of
web-publishing, spatial practices, sound-works and performance…
The poetic landscape
While the possibilities for such practice in contemporary Australia are generally limited, in an institutional sense at least,10 there have been a number of
concrete poetry and text-based art events/publications. Milestones include the
exhibitions Words on Walls: a survey of contemporary visual poetry, curated by
Barrett Reid, and Visual Poetics: Concrete Poetry and its Contexts, an exhibition
at the Museum of Contemporary Art curated by the late Nicholas Zurbrugg.
Both exhibitions took place in 1989 and centred ﬁrmly on the tradition of
concrete poetry in Australia and internationally in the case of Visual Poetics,
which showcased the likes of Ian Hamilton-Finlay, Robert Lax, bp nichol
and Eugene Grominger.
Contemporary artist/curators such as Patrick Jones, Richard Tipping,
Amanda Stewart, Jayne Fenton Keane, Mike Ladd and Ruark Lewis have all
sought to promote such practices, each with a diﬀerent focus (sound, performance, visual, etc) but all part of the same spectrum. The Red Room Company’s many poetry-based projects are superlative in this regard. Most recently,
Peter Minter and Lisa Slade coordinated the Poets Paint Words exhibition at
the Newcastle Regional Art Gallery where poems printed on Perspex hung
alongside the paintings that inspired them. non-generic productions has also
been active in this ﬁeld, not least through this anthology but also forums and
events such as c-side and The Salon where poetry has featured in projected
form alongside visual art, and has been used to reclaim social spaces.11
In terms of new media writing, the opportunities, unfortunately, are rare.
Locally, the practice is sponsored by only one major prize, the Newcastle
Poetry Prize (www.hwcentre.com).12 Meanwhile the only Australian journal
dedicated to commissioning new media writing has been Cornerfold (www.
cornerfold.com.au), an online e-zine of interactive ﬂash collaborations between writers and new media artists. It was published by SBS Digital and
edited by Michele Sabto but with a lifespan of only eight issues. Hazel Smith
edited the online journal infLect (http://www.ce.canberra.edu.au/inﬂect/),
which explores more broadly the practice of multimedia writing. Papertiger
Media, through its CD-Rom journal papertiger: new world poetry, has been a
pioneer in electronic publishing and among the ﬁrst to accommodate Flash
poetry and other forms of electronic literature.

10 I qualify my assertion because it
is hard to argue in a prosperous
liberal democracy such as this
that we lack the means to explore
language in whatever manner we
see fit (or indeed to produce and
publish poetry in conventional
terms). The only thing lacking is
imagination. As Peter Murphy,
a co-panellist for a New Media
Poetry discussion at Melbourne»s
Emerging Writers Festival, pointed
out personal engagement with
one»s art is the quintessential
element to any practice. But a
supportive framework undoubtedly helps.

11 See www.nongeneric.net and
www.c-side.com.au

12 Internationally, the only award I
am aware of is coordinated by the
Electronic Literature Organisation (http://eliterature.org/). The
Australian Poetry Festival ran a
New Media Poetry Prize in 2004.
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POETS PAINT WORDS 2007
Newcastle Regional Gallery.
Photograph: Peter Minter.

THE SALON 2005
Projections of poems and artwork precede a debate.
Photograph: James Stuart.
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Internationally, the leading light to my mind is Born Magazine (http://
www.bornmagazine.com/), a quarterly internet journal that publishes original
collaborations between artists, Flash animators and writers/poets. UbuWeb
(http://www.ubu.com), on the other hand, is an intimidating archive of experimental writing practices that moves freely across genre, media and history. Other forums exist, including the comprehensive (if poorly designed)
Electronic Poetry Centre, (http://epc.buﬀalo.edu/).
As a brief aside, it is worth mentioning the perennial Jacket Magazine
(www.jacketmagazine.com), edited by John Tranter, and Cordite (www.cordite.org.au), arguably (and deservedly) Australia’s two most prominent online
poetry journals. But along with the majority of online literary journals both
feature little, if any, writing speciﬁc to the electronic medium (that is, their
content can be reproduced without loss in print format). For those seeking a
more stringent analysis of what comprises new media writing (or electronic
literature), a comprehensive survey of the ﬁeld by N. Katherine Hayles was
recently published by The Electronic Literature Organization: ‘Electronic Literature: What is it?’.13 This extended essay enunciates in far greater detail the
parameters of this ﬁeld, the many genres at play, media-speciﬁc analysis, and
the need for new critical frameworks to evaluate the work being produced.
The practice of artist’s books in Australia appears to be vibrant. While it
is not widely represented in an exhibition context, works are held by State
and Institutional Libraries, and certain galleries such as Artspace Mackay and
Graham Galleries + Editions which specialise in the form.14 I do not wish to
provide too broad an assessment of this ﬁeld since, like electronic literature,
it is a specialised realm of artistic and scholarly inquiry. I am primarily interested in determining to what degree book-art and writing have become, or
can be, enmeshed. The touring exhibition How I entered there I cannot truly
say: Collaborative works from the ANU Edition + Artist Book Studio provides a
useful benchmark in this regard.
This exhibition, curated by Diane Fogwell, is a survey of work undertaken
in the decade 1996-2005 at the Edition + Artist Book Studio (EABS). In
terms of new writing, the exhibition showcased the importance of collaboration between poets and artists such as Bruno Leti and poet Chris WallaceCrabbe or Jan Brown and Ian Templeman, as well as artists re-interpreting
the poetry of Anna Akhmatova and Dante. But with the exception of a works
such as Caran Florence’s Shared Rooms (with poems by Akhmatova), Gaye
Patterson’s Jedom Once (a concertina book featuring a poem by Borislave Mihajlovski) or Diane Fogwell’s The Gene Pool few experimented with typography
and poetry’s spatial relationship to the page, few moved beyond the monograph aesthetic whereby a poem is printed line-by-line on one page, with the
next framing a single image. There is still unexplored territory in this ﬁeld.
In the arena of ﬁne printing (which is not necessarily separate from that
of artist’s books) we ﬁnd that both the number and/or quality of printers
operating letterpress is low. What Australia lacks are publishers who are willing to produce inventive, beautiful and engaging literary publications.15 There
are standouts of course, such as Alan Loney’s Electio Editions, but another
criteria might be inventive publications that are also aﬀordable. I am thinking
speciﬁcally of a press such as Cuneiform Press, run by Kyle Schlesinger out of

13 See http://eliterature.org/pad/
elp.html

14 See for example the State Library
of Queensland»s online artist»s
book archive: http://artistsbooks.
slq.qld.gov.au/home.

15 See Jadwiga Jarvis, «Terra
Typographica Nullius: A Comment
on the State of Fine Printing in
Australia», Bookways, issue 11,
April 1994.
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Buﬀalo, New York. Cuneiform publishes a range of poetry books, broadsides
and posters, all letterpress and, importantly, at prices comparable to oﬀset
printed books (see overleaf ).16 Gaspereau Press in Canada is another literary
publisher operating letterpress and producing editions at trade volumes. In
both cases their books stand out from the steady ﬂow of oﬀset printed books
that inundate the market, often without distinction. Exceptions to this rule
include papertiger media’s soi 3 modern poets series, designed by Marissa
Newell, while non-generic production’s The Salon Anthology: new art and writing 2005-2007 designed by Clinton Duncan at Emoh Design, and edited by
Bonny Cassidy and Katrina Schwarz, challenges standard models of writing
anthologies.17 Both are examples of how limited budgets can be put to good
eﬀect if we move beyond the literary paradigms that are entrenched in the
way we see poems and how we understand books.
Within these pages
In terms of ordering the publication, my initial inclination had been to slot
contributors into categories according to the modes of formal enquiry they
engage through their work: sound, screen, page or space. However, this approach quickly proved impractical since a number of artists work across diﬀerent media; for example, Ruark Lewis, Amanda Stewart, Gareth Sion Jenkins,
Klare Lanson, Hazel Smith, The Red Room Company and myself.18 Nor
did grouping works around grand themes such as life, death, sex, etc, seem
appropriate.
Conversely, an alphabetic ordering would have been too arbitrary. Instead,
I have settled on a more intuitive strategy, whereby there is a semi-tangible
ﬂow dictated by the manner in which artists engage with writing and language. Ideally, such an approach demonstrates the myriad ways in which
language can be expressed as a material form, without privileging one over
the other. It also suggests the inherent modularity of language as it rolls from
one form into the next.
Having eschewed an alphabetic ordering, I have nonetheless begun the
anthology with an A – Alex Selenitsch. I have featured some of his sculptural book-works alongside an essay. The express aim is to explode some of
the assumed conventions with regards to literature’s medium par-excellence,
the book.
This explosion achieves its zenith in the previously mentioned works of
Wayzgoose Press whose massive concertina-fold publications (measuring
up to 8 metres in length when unfolded) redeﬁne how a reader is to relate
to the text. While Peter Lyssiotis’s book-works adhere to the convention of
the codex (with exceptions such as -1316) his realisation of limited edition
books restore an element of the sacred to the object and his collaborations
(both as a writer and a photo-media artist) with other practitioners produce
various (but inevitably outstanding) experiments with language. Similarly,
print-maker Normana Wight and poet Anne Kirker have collaborated on
numerous occasions as have poet Jill Jones and photographer Annette Willis;
theirt work is in a constant dialogue.
Allowing contributors to engage with the spatial parameters of the page/
screen is one way by which this anthology diﬀers from other arts and liter-

16 Cuneiform»s books can also feature a
mixture of letterpress and offset/laser
printing techniques.

17 See www.nongeneric.net. I have
discussed elsewhere the contributions
of Vagabond Press. See «From text
to texture», Cordite 20: Submerged,
2004 (http://www.cordite.org.au/archives/000677.html).

18 It is interesting to note that most of
these cross-media practitioners also
have a strong grounding in the area of
new-media and hybrid practices.
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GREGG BIGLIERI
READING KEATS TO SLEEP 2003
Poem printed letterpress in 18 pt, concertina fold.
Edition of 40 copies, 10.5 x 13 cm closed; unfolds
to 145 x 13 cm. Courtesy Cuneiform Press.

GIL OTT | THE AMPUTATED TOE 2005
Edition of 50, hardcover Japanese side stitch binding by
Quality Bindery, 28 pp,16 x 25 cm. With illustrations by
Christopher Webster. Courtesy Cuneiform Press.

PATRICK F. DURGIN | COLOR MUSIC 2002
Edition of 100, pamphlet-sewn, 32 pp, 28 x 16 cm.
With 6 images by Eric Troolin. Courtesy Cuneiform Press.
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DEREK BEAULIEU | WITH WAX 2003
Softcover edition of 100, hardcover edition of 26,
34.5 x 24 cm closed; unfolds to 34.5 x 96 cm.
Courtesy Cuneiform Press.
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ary publications.19 Peter O’Mara’s elegant visual poems take to the page with
elegance and pathos. Chris Edwards takes on a more ambitious approach with
his 1.7m scroll-poem integrating hieroglyphs along with a polytype setting
– an apt choice given the variety of sources and voices his work draws upon.
Patrick Jones’s Public Fruit, which engages John Cage’s Mesotics, existed
originally as a foldout pamphlet and has been reformatted here to suit the
A4 page. Natasha Dusenjko has chosen a similar approach in integrating the
sculptural elements of her piece Bone Ancestor within the formal boundaries
of the page. Mention is also due to graphic designer Ian Robertson who has
assisted Natasha (and others) with layout; I can only hope that more such
collaborations are encouraged.
Nick Keys has taken control of all elements of the production process
with his artist’s book New Babylon Sydney, integrating poems and text-based
photo-media works. Michael Farrell’s cartoon-poems and font-collages are
an evolution from his text-only work while Linda Walker’s page-poems call
attention to the material of poetry itself: language, ideas and texts.
Spatial installations are also featured, with Elena Knox’s staircase poem as
well as her toilet-poems inscribed on found materials. Linda Carroli explores
the place-marking engendered by text-based art in the public realm while
Franz Ehmann shows how new writing can be practiced within the frame of
a canvas, through performance and sculpture, and, more broadly, in the gallery
space itself. Richard Tipping, ever-present in the ﬁeld of concrete and visual
poetry, presents an essay discussing the evolution of a word-work over several
decades and multiple incarnations.
Turning to those previously mentioned, whose writing strays across formal boundaries, we ﬁnd an impressive array of practices. Lewis’s installations
and performances synergise visual, sculptural, performative, sonic and spatial
elements, all centred on the written and spoken word. Stewart, perhaps best
known for her sound-works, also explores poetry in its written/visual form
while her photocopy poems are highly controlled chance procedures.20 Both
Jenkins and Lanson have collaborated extensively with other artists, merging
all these forms into singular performances where sound art and video projections bounce oﬀ performed words. Smith is internationally recognised for
her scholarly work, sound poetry, performance, screen-based collaborations
and for-the-page poems. Johanna Featherstone’s Red Room Company has
established a deservedly strong reputation for challenging what the material
of poetry is, and how it can be presented to contemporary audiences.
There are also contributions that are “purely” new-media, that is interactive
and/or online: Kristin Hannaford oﬀers insight into the creative processes
that gave birth to her ﬂash-poem The Wetlands. Komninos Zervos, meanwhile, delves into his own practice in the ﬁeld, one that centres upon play
and interaction.
This is a brief and at best insuﬃcient summary of each contributor’s artistic and critical concerns. No doubt certain works will appeal more to some
than others, in the same way that some are more assured than others. But all
engage with writing in ways that transcend the realm of the purely literary;
my goal in undertaking this anthology project has always been to showcase
for readers, writers and artists just how this can be accomplished.

19 Another is Words And Things,
[Patrick Jones (ed)] Daylesford:
Reverie Press Publications, 2004
.

20 Written/Visual: a distinction that
borders on tautology. Controlled
chance procedures: an oxymoron.
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THE BOOK AS PAPER, BODY, COP Y,
CONGLOMERATE, BATON, & FLOW.
1.
As a book fans out, the ghost of a tree fans out
as well. Every (paper) book is made of trees
that have been crushed and soaked into a ﬁbrous mass. This sludge is the raw stuﬀ of paper,
which enables the spread of other mass phenomena such as media, democracy, bureaucracy,
all relying on a mulch of papers spread out ﬂat,
dried, rolled and polished – elitist paper in
single pieces, mass paper in rolls, potentially
inﬁnite, limited only by the guillotine and the
supply of trees.
In the 1970s, that decade of things made
by hand, some-one (this may be an apocryphal
story) cut down a tree, soaked it in a pond,
pulped it, made paper out of it, made a book out of the paper and wrote in
it – by hand of course – the story of the book’s making. This is the story of a
book’s trunk: a book also branches out into leather and cloth, pigment, string,
staples and glue.
Every library is a pile of seasonal leaves that have been made into permanent leaves, more or less. Books carry our social DNA, but only if we are
vigilant. Spill some liquid on a book and it will squirm and stick together,
while ﬁre will vaporize it, leaving a smudge of ash. (And there are vandals,
riding into our books, slashing away with pencils, liquid paper and razors.)
Ironically, for an object which is supposed to radiate light as the primary
tool of the enlightenment, a book will stiﬀen, darken and crack if exposed
to real light.
2.
The physicality of a book is constantly surprising because we also view the
book as a kind of disembodied knowledge. Its data is given priority and when
grasped, the book itself is forgotten. Or rather, we say we remember the book,
and what we put aside is a wad of marked papers.
But we also remember the author, whose life, we imagine, is the source of
this or that book, and is therefore of interest. Proclamations of the author’s
death, or of his non-existence come and go, but the author is never destroyed.
How can you destroy a ﬁction that is so wired up in our imagination? A welltold story is born of direct experience, therefore the author of such an account
must have lived it before the telling. In fact, the author in normal book production is one of many, may not have lived the story (was Homer at Troy?)
and is often not the only writer in the social enterprise that is a book.
Curiously also, the book not only points to, but away from the author.
Disembodied data can travel independently from its author and be used in
ways that cannot be predicted. The book can travel in time and space, and

THE HANUMAN SHELF 19971
Found books, bunya bunya pine, stained and
oiled, 24 x 79 x 14 cm.
Photograph: Terence Bogue.
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The shelf displays 35 of 48
possible books from the New
York/Madras imprint of Hanuman
Books. The position of the missing volumes is indicated by coloured slats of wood, and through
a sliding piece, there is allowance
for future volumes. The shelf
is made of bunya bunya pine,
a timber suited to fine precise
working, but used here because
the tree is known locally as the
Monkey Puzzle Tree. HANUMAN,
the imprint name and symbol for
the little books in this collection,
is the King of the Monkeys in The
Ramayana. The shelf was made
by Hamish Hill.
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across cultures and rule-systems. And with it goes “the author”. Each time
the book is read, the author occupies a new body.
3.
The book is our most authentic mass-produced object. We ask that our cars
and T-shirts exhibit variations, but for a book we demand that all copies are
exactly the same. With a book in our hands, we have the ultimate ﬁction of
mass production through the printing press, with hundreds of perfect copies
achieved through discarding hundreds of start-up sheets, mistakes and overruns. Authentic cleansing.
The dialectic between the identical and the unique is a powerful one. It
resonates with questions of human identity and social institutions. The massproduced book thus comes out on the side of politics which demand accuracy,
repeatability, sameness. Ed Ruscha’s books are a critique of the capitalist
version of this ideology, where the standard is always at variance with life;
the Samizdat publishers of the former Soviet Union were a critique of the
Communist one.
It is here, too, that the common book, with its ﬁction of sameness meets
the artist’s ﬁction of unique identity. The most common approach from the
artist is through the hands, integrating and slowing down the Taylorization of
tasks in commercial printing. Small batch production with robots makes such
things easy to do, the robot behaving like a ﬂexible tool rather than a dumb
machine. What could one do, for instance, with a press that could change the
plate for every sheet that came through it? In fact, a disk can do this: in its
wet state, nothing is ﬁxed and indeed, every copy can be diﬀerent.
4.
The book is many, not one. One spine, two covers, but from there on it
is conglomerate. At least 16 pages, says the UNESCO deﬁnition. Each of
these pages are likely to carry many marks and signs, and even if there is only
one mark per page, it is seen in the context of all the others. Books are thus
collections and ﬁgure prominently in attempts to collate The Whole Thing.
Encyclopedias, Compendiums, Dictionaries: these are books that we hope
contain what we are looking for. They fail because the world is too large and
too ﬂuid. Even the novel, which for a couple of centuries tried to give a uniﬁed non-conglomerate shape to its contents has stalled. Novels now imitate
lists and collections, or oﬀer shapely fragments.
The conglomerate form of the book also invites collaboration or group
activity. There are many ways that this can happen with a book. Along with
the text, there might also be images, blocks of statistics, technical drawings
and musical works. There is also the binding, the typography, the paper...each
of these dimensions or crafts can be the work of an individual artist or some
kind of hybrid could be sought.
Even if the contents of a book are eclectic and ragged, the overall shape,
the limits of its binding generally means that the book is a container. Containers exert a powerful eﬀect on their captives. Holding such a container, one
easily assumes that the contents belong together.
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STRIKING CHORDS 20002
Detail. Photograph: Terence Bogue.

2

This is a book that has been
excavated to reveal all of its narrative at once. The detail shows
how all pages are slightly out of
register, giving a vibrating text in
the cutaway.

STRIKING CHORDS 20002
Regular arc-cut pages in found book,
21.5 x 26 x 2 cm.
Photograph: Terence Bogue.
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Shreds rush out of a closed book; the pen has shreds flying off its stem;
the piece of paper is made of shreds from the unmarked margins of
printed pages glued together to form a new blank sheet of paper.

25
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SCHOLAR'S DESK 20013
Found objects, shredded paper overall dimensions
variable reconstituted page, 32 x 27.5 cm.
Photograph: Terence Bogue.
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5.
Not all containers are portable, but just about every book is.
The size of a book is related to a speciﬁc part of the human
body. The largest book is carried with two arms, large books
under one arm, most in the hand, the smallest between two
ﬁngers. Most books can be opened between two hands and
read while standing; large ones need a table. The relationship
is one to one, one book per person, front on like a mirror.
A book is, like us, a symmetrical object, with a LHS and
RHS. Through this symmetry, there is also a direction across,
in English, from left to right and also top to bottom. This
direction is not only created by the eyes, but by the movement
of our hands as we turn the pages. A book ampliﬁes our own
symmetrical form and complicates it with the asymmetry of
movement.
The book as a wandering object is given eloquent expression through the chains used in Monastic libraries to prevent
them leaving. Like molecules or seeds, books are made to
drift about, to be passed on. This is the way such an intensely
personal, one-to-one object becomes an intensely social object. It is a mass
media by stealth and rumor: reader after reader, decade after decade, century
after century, Homer’s odyssey, forever rowing, because the book is always
about, being passed on.
6.
While folding over the pages of a book, one becomes aware of a sequence.
One thing follows another, page after page. This is obvious in the case of a
bound book and it is also the case for accordion folds. A folio of loose sheets
has to be examined one sheet after another, and even if they are spread out
they oﬀer a spatialization of time.
Narrative, that is, the ﬁctional ﬂow of time, is both represented and actualized in a book. It is also resisted by it, by the book’s capture of time into a
compacted set of sheets. The act of unfolding a book releases this compacted
time into the imagination through a series of physical gestures: most commonly as a subliminal choreography of hand movements.
The book as we commonly handle it may be a temporary hiccup in the
material articulation of time. Pre-book scrolls and banners, even when rolled
up, are a continuous duration made physical, with no a-rhythmic folds and
breaks such as in the book of pages. The new digital world also treats time
directly although every eﬀort has been made to disguise this by page and
book formats. This text, for instance, has been written onto the hard disk
of a computer and transferred to its commissioning editor by e-mail. The
electronic storage in both cases is a long chain of data, of bits strung along
a thread, like speech, like an uncut duration. Of course, it is now being read
in a page format...

HARDBACK/SOFTBACK 2004
Two found books, interleaved,4
23 x 20 x 13 cm.
Photograph: Andrius Lipsys.

4

The two books are interleaved,
page after page, and held
together only by friction. It»s very
difficult if not impossible to pull
them apart without tearing. Both
books are by the one author.
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LONG GREEN LINE 2002
Green twine on found book,
4.5 x 12.5 x 16 cm.

5

LONG LINE, PINNED 2002
Medical bandage with safety pin on
found book, 3 x 11.5 x 17.5 cm.
Photograph: Andrius Lipsys.
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The title is the name of the story printed in Warlpiri [Latin
alphabet] on the left-hand pages of the found book. The
right hand page is in English, but a white feather has been
stuck and glued into every word on the page.

PATILIRRKIRLI 20025
White pillow feathers set into found book,
13 x 33 x 14.5 cm.
Photograph: Andrius Lipsys.
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THE WATER CLOSET | IF I COULD 2006
Recycled board, pencil, marker, chewing gum.
30 x 40 cm.
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THE WATER CLOSET | COME HERE OFTEN 2006
Recycled board, lipstick, paint.
30 x 35 cm.
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THE WATER CLOSET | FAG 2006
Recycled board, ash, cigarettes, nail.
30 x 34 cm.
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THE WATER CLOSET | FOR A GOOD TIME 2006
Recycled board, marker, ballpoint, permanent marker.
30 x 34 cm.
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caption

caption
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THE WATER CLOSET | OL' TONE SALLY 2006
Recycled board, ballpoint.
33 x 39 cm.
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NOTES ON ‘ THE WATER CLOSET ’

p.

The Water Closet presents poetry written in a graﬃti aesthetic on ﬁve wooden
boards recycled from disused public toilets. The boards are weathered, insipid,
almost indistinguishable tones of council green, white, beige, pink, blue-grey.
Knox uses pens, markers, chewing gum, lipstick, paint, ash, cigarettes and
a nail, to play with the texture and style speciﬁc to graﬃti found in public
amenities, arguably our last bastion of gender-segregated public space.
if i could plays on the pedagogical practice whereby writers in toilets correct the language of a previous entry. The persona appears to correct her
own grammar, challenging and shifting perspective. Her process of visible
self-censorship demonstrates familiarity with the surveillance of the other.
Similarly, the hyper-feminine pink board come here often playfully lacks the
punctuation readers might desire so as to decipher whether the phrase is a
question, or command. Knox has paint-washed over some of the text so that
it is barely decipherable, hinting at the white-washing or erasure of graﬃti
by councils who seek to clean up a venue, and also pentimento – the process
in painting whereby an earlier image shows through paint that has aged on
the work’s surface. The persona may be read as obsessive/compulsive in this
repetition: in order to obtain the eﬀect of pentimento, she must return to this
site, repeating her inscription on top of each new coat of paint.
Punning on the word fag’s colloquial usage for cigarette, as well as being an
abbreviation of “faggot”, Knox implies much by inscribing little. Her engraving
of the board with a rusty nail, later hammered in among marks of stubbed-out
cigarettes, signiﬁes perhaps the potential for violence and danger at the site
of the sexual encounter gone wrong. for a good time also employs the genre of
the sexual encounter, oﬀering another option: ‘...or crawl across this wall’. The
persona invites a reader into a dreamscape, or scrawled hallucination. Gesturing to the pastoral, Knox’s greenish landscape is not unlike that of Alice after
she slides down Wonderland rabbit-hole into lands topsy-turvy. Here the
cubicle becomes refuge, an opportunity to daydream oneself into oxymoron.
Knox oﬀers a world that inverts, stretches, and reverses normative boundaries
whilst reminding her readers of the dangers of straddling the edge.
This is a boundary transgressed in Ol’ Tone Sally. Written in blue ball-point
pen on bluish paint, the poem alludes to the blue (UV) lights assembled in
some public toilets in an attempt to camouﬂage a user’s veins, and thereby to
prevent drug users from injecting. This blue light (“black light”) installed by
councils and other service providers is controversial, “causing” some users to
attempt insertion multiple times in more prominent veins such as those in
the groin area. Employing the structure and rhythms of a loose blues narrative, Knox uses repetition and rhyme to create a rhythm at once soulful and
cyclical, the poetics and rhythms of addiction.
Viewed as a sequence on an art gallery wall, not only is an audience privy
to the collective narratives that emerge, and the aesthetics of graﬃti so familiar
to us from public toilet doors, but we are encouraged to consider this graﬃti as
art, or is it literature? Knox’s installation challenges boundaries between high
and popular culture by re-presenting poetry for a readership in the domain
of the public toilet.
— CRISTYN DAVIES
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PALINPOEM FOR PETE»S SAKE 2006
Installation at Medium Rare Gallery.
Photograph courtesy the artist.
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ARTIST NOTE
Palinpoem for Pete’s sake is a commissioned
textual installation for an art gallery staircase.
I went and viewed the staircase from street
level. I climbed up and down. For the gallery,
the stairs were clearly more about inviting
people in than escorting them out. It struck
me that I was in the same linguistic terrain as
council signwriters who paint instructions on
road surfaces for readers who are travelling
forward whilst reading. I could never fathom
why it is assumed that the ﬁrst word encountered in this manner is the one that will be
read ﬁrst. Who instinctively reads from
the
PALINDROME
FOR PETE’S SAKE
bottom up?
DOWN
SLOW

yes
says

AHEAD
HUMP

Cherry
but

I like the disrupture to the normal phrases;
workaday surrealism. In order not to be concerned about whether people might read my
work from the top step down or from the bottom step up, I wrote a poem inspired by the
numerical palindrome: a formulaic construction which satisﬁed me that it made poetic
‘sense’ in both directions.

nobody
loves
caffeine
like
her
teases
mercilessly
and
corners
quick
cuts
bloodflow
down
stream
rapids
now
right
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PALINPOEM FOR PETE»S SAKE 2006
Original text.
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UNFED 2005
Screen-shots. Single-channel
DVD 04'05. With Jason Lam
(Director & sound-designer).

CUSPING / UNFED
'Cusping' is a text-based poetic work adapted for use in the short ﬁlm Unfed directed by Jason Lam. The ﬁlm features a series of experimental dance
sequences choreographed and shot by Lam, which reﬂect the psychological
states of three characters living together in the one house. The images are
complemented by my narration of the poem Cusping, backed by a dark,
subdued musical score by Lam. The ﬁlm has featured in a range of events and
festivals in Australia, Asia and Europe. It was most recently a ﬁnalist in the
Berlin, Zebra Poetry Film Awards and has been accepted for publication by
the New York based Literary outﬁt Rattapallax.
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UNFED 2005
Single-channel DVD 04'05
(compressed Quicktime file for web-view).
With Jason Lam (Director & sound-designer).

It's about that f irst night when we took our bodies apart.
We sat without names fashioning vampires from mortal flesh.
I can still feel your hollowed armpit
and the taut tendons of your knee.
Our connection rose on relentless wind with tender bite.
The music ceased, leaving vibrations: the needle catching itself every now
every then with the static of suspension
a crack
cusping
reminding us how precarious our balance on this edge.
— From ‘Cusping’
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FURNACE TOUCH 2006
Live performance, featuring «Recipes for
the Disaster». With Pharmakon.

RECIPES FOR THE DISASTER
This text is a radical midrash1 based on extracts from The Australian and New
Zealand Pharmaceutical Formulary 1934. This text was ﬁrst performed with the
musical collective Pharmakon comprising myself, Stuart Hoy and Michael
Robinson. I then sampled a live, improvised recording of Pharmakon’s performance for use in an interactive digital poem created by myself and Jason Lam.
This work came to be known as Furnace Touch. I supplied Lam with sound
samples and small digital video clips I recorded in a WWII bunker chamber
south of Sydney. The sound samples selected were such that the poetic work
within them was self-contained, generating meaning regardless of the order
in which they were heard. Lam combined the sound and video works then
created an interactive environment which oﬀered a reader multiple narrative
pathways. The interactive version of this work can be viewed at www.puddle.
wordpress.com/2007/02/14/furnace-touch-unfold.

1

Midrash is a Hebrew term which
has been translated as 'writing
with scripture.' In radicalising
such a writing mode I have sort to
embellish primary texts so as to
refigure rather than reinforce their
original meanings.
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FURNACE TOUCH 2006
Quicktime movie (compressed for web-view), 01'10.
With Jason Lam (editor and animator).

I
‘Concentrated Orange Flower Water’1
‘Oil of Lavender’2
A sensitive hand ‘[e]nsure[s] clear air way with mouth gag and
tongue forceps. [You wield such implements with a causal violence,
a] [d]epress[ed] head. Oxygen and artificial respiration[.] [are required as I wake into the] Cardiac [dawn] and [breathe with the aid
of] respiratory stimulants – intravenous coramine or adrenaline-intracardiac adrenaline. [I see you have lined the bedroom with shadows
the shape of fingers folding Myrrh into fragile hinges with which to]
[m]assage [the peeled chambers] of [my] Heart’.3
— From ‘Recipes for the Disaster’

1

Finnemore, H., ed. The Australian
and New Zealand Pharmaceutical
Formulary 1934, (W.C Penfold &
Co. LTD, Sydney, 1934), p.83.

2

Ibid., p.36.

3

Ibid., p.171.
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‘ THE ATOMIC BOOK ’ DIGITAL ARCHIVE
This work consists of the remediation into digital form of over
50 artists’ books produced by the Australian Outsider artist
Anthony Mannix (1953- ) over the last 25 years. Whilst these
sophisticated manuscripts have toured art-galleries in Australia and overseas they have never before been documented
or studied in a detailed fashion. The Atomic Book will house
over 6000 images from these works. A theoretical dissertation critically exploring and contextualising the fascinating
linguistic and pictographic landscape portrayed within the
Mannix oeuvre will be completed by June 2007.
Intensely emotional, philosophical, erotic and visionary, the
books of Anthony Mannix contain writings in many forms,
including diary, prose-poetry, short story, social commentary,
psychological observation and pictorial contextualisation.
Diagnosed with schizophrenia in the mid-1980’s, Mannix’s
work centres on the documentation and investigation of his
experiences of madness and the unconscious.
The construction of The Atomic Book is an attempt to represent the vast scope of Mannix’s work, making it available
to a wider audience. These images display Mannix’s creative
output in its ‘raw’ form; each reproduction a simulation of an
absent original – an original that in its singularity and inventive materiality will always escape the conﬁnes of its digital
reproduction.

ANTHONY MANNIX | THE ATOMIC BOOK
Cover, «Journal of a Madmam 1995».
Leather, wood, screws, perspex, ink on paper,
found jewellery inlay, 22 x 35 cm.
Courtesy the artist.
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ANTHONY MANNIX | THE ATOMIC BOOK
from «A Concise History of the Machine (as far as I know them)»,
felt pen on paper, 27 x 34 cm.
Courtesy the artist.
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ANTHONY MANNIX | THE ATOMIC BOOK
Title page: «The Journal of a Madman No. 4».0
Indian ink, felt pen and pencil on paper, 28 x 34 cm.
Courtesy, the artist.

GARETH SION JENKINS | UNFED & OTHER COLLABORATIONS
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ANTHONY MANNIX | THE ATOMIC BOOK
From «Journal of a Madman»,
Indian Ink, felt pen, mixed media, 25 x 36 cm.
Courtesy the artist.
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bone vessel foreign texture poem song pierce slippery ephemeral against loss lift
and peel mounds of my bone spine clean slate surface memory prophet skin ring and
pestle suture memory neon bone and thread dilate muscle memory horse hair like
wind nature heart reign night mare
grove virgin blue beast dark floor branch speak tongue hand grow wild wood wither
winter gold glow absence again pole spear boar bird fur
of omen
preciousrare preciousrare owl raven
bloombreathe blossombreathe bleedbreathe

soft flakes

sharp

alexandria

her reign
her reign
her reign
her reign
her reign
her reign
her reign
her reign
her reign
like wind
hooves
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MICHAEL FARRELL | COLLAGE & COMIC BOOK POEMS

from BREAK ME OUCH | 2006
Spread, 42 x 29.7 cm. 3 Deep Publishing.
from BREAK ME OUCH | 2006
Spread, 42 x 29.7 cm. 3 Deep Publishing.
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from BREAK ME OUCH | 2006
Spread, 42 x 29.7 cm. 3 Deep Publishing.

ARTIST NOTE
Break Me Ouch is a book of graphic poems I wrote in a burst in 2005. I wanted
to escape from the long, relatively complex poems on war I was writing – and
had long wanted to do something a bit more rocknroll – punk even, short,
snappy; haiku didn’t seem the way to go. The minimal style of the drawing
meant that any variation could have impact. They’re loaded with allusions to
pop music. It was great to do something and produce a book of it quickly: it
was published 12 months after the ﬁrst drawing.
—2007
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I»M CLOSING IN 2006
from Top 40
Hand-drawn and hand-cut photocopied book-page; recopied on paper.
Source: «Before too long» by Paul Kelly.

HANG UP 2006
from Top 40
Source: «Happy Man» by Sunnyboys.
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THE WINTER SKY 2006
from Top 40
Source: «April Sun in Cuba» by Dragon.

JUST MY FANTASY 2006
from Top 40
Source: «Who Can It Be Now» by Dragon.
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THE WHOLE WORLD 2006
from Top 40
Hand-drawn and hand-cut photocopied book-page; recopied on paper.
Source: «Maxine» by Sharon O»Neill.

YOU RADIATE 2006
from Top 40
Source: «Love So Sweet» by Renée Geyer.
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ARTIST NOTE
The font project included in The Material Poem was funded by Arts Victoria
and came out of an initial interest in page design but I had an idea for something more handmade. The project brings together literary and pop music
inﬂuences on my writing. There are six fonts – each one handdrawn, capitals
only, on pages photocopied from six diﬀerent texts: Wuthering Heights (Emily
Bronte), Albertine Disparue (Marcel Proust), Two Serious Ladies ( Jane Bowles),
Macbeth (William Shakespeare), The Autobiography of Alice B Toklas (Gertrude
Stein) and ‘In Memory of My Feelings’ (a poem by Frank O’Hara). Six fonts,
named for their respective texts.
I photocopied a two-page spread from each. I drew a roman alphabet in
capitals on each one, cut them out and glued them on card, then cut them
out from the card. Using the letters I quoted Australian songs of the 70s and
80s – to balance out the Anglo/Euro/American origin of the texts, but also
my reliance on Anglo/American songs in previous work. I chose phrases from
memory rather than by going back and listening to records. The idea evolved
of a top 40. This I thought would make a nice and commercial title for the
work, conceived as a book (so far unpublished).
A top 40 is a selective list of songs – but it’s also transitory: there’s a new
top 40 every week. I avoided using choruses because I wanted the phrases to be
suggestive and not at all immediately recognisable. I included songs from NZ
as well – not in some appropriative way I hope – but because often NZ artists
were part of the Countdown scene; my source for many of the songs, often my
memory of the song, was of a Countdown performance. The remembering was
a pleasurable part of the process, involving a questioning and comparison of
my feelings about songs.
When the list was ﬁnalised, I assigned each font a number, and using dice,
assigned each song a number also. Say the Wuthering Heights font is 2; then
the phrase from any song numbered two would be spelled out in this font.
I chose phrases that were brief enough to ﬁt on a landscape A4 page. I
laid the phrases out on a photocopier. Because I only had one of each letter, if
the letter recurred in a phrase I had to copy more than once to get a complete
phrase. Then the copies were cut and taped to a master copy.
Eventually I had forty pages of visual poems consisting of texts on two
levels: what was written, and the text within the letters. There’s a play between
the two: one becomes more concrete, the other abstract. The letters talk to
each other. I supplemented the forty pages with another six pages: a copy of
the unused letters of each font.
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ARTIST NOTE
I don’t inhabit the 20th century
I live in the bits that interest me
— excerpt from the poem ‘Criticism’ by Ken Bolton
We don’t inhabit the 21st century, nor, for that matter, the
15th or the 2nd. Like the poet, we live in the bits that interest
us – bits gleaned from history, from the present, and those
we create ourselves. Wayzgoose Press is in a time and place of
our own making where it owes no allegiance to any particular
typographic school, tradition, style or fashion.
Long before we met and established the press, Mike
Hudson and I supplemented the 20th century’s haphazard
oﬀerings with our own, private preoccupations. For me these
encompassed music, the visual arts and books, books and more
books. I could never get enough of them but what I could get
out of them was, and continues to be, limitless. Books contain
all the bits of this, and any other century, which interest me.
Mike’s extensive personal landscape has always included a
deep interest in history which in turn led to his pursuit of all
manner of printed ephemera which presented the evidence at
ﬁrst hand; old manuscripts, oﬃcial documents, 17th century
newspapers, early broadsides, political tracts, Acts of Parliament... From there it was only a short, if lateral, step to calligraphy, typography, wood engraving, bookbinding, the craft of
letterpress and ﬁnally, the sum total of them all: Book Arts.
Though our departure points and motives for the journey
were diﬀerent, each had travelled along a branch of the Via
Typographica since childhood. Once our paths had converged
it was inevitable that our ﬁnal destination would turn out to
be a private press. Given the right approach, a book is fertile
ground for a wide range of artistic expression.
Since its inception, The Wayzgoose Press has focused on using the entirety
of a book artist’s armoury – typography, layout, colour, design, illustrations,
textures, binding et al – to give the printed word an individual presence
through a tangible, creative and germane setting.
The press was established in 1985. We set up our studio/print shop in a
corrugated iron shed in the Blue Mountains, 100 kms. west of Sydney. To date
we have produced 20 books, 46 broadsides and numerous ephemeral printings. All texts are hand set, illustrated with relief imagery (wood engravings,
linocuts, monoprints, collographs et al), printed letterpress on a proof press,
and hand-bound or hand-assembled and housed in a purpose made box. A
small number of copies from each edition are enclosed in a “designer binding”
which, like the so-called edition bindings, have very little in common with
traditional book binding. Every aspect of production (sometimes including
the writing) is performed in house by the two of us.

DOROTHY LAMOUR»S LIFE
AS A PHRASE BOOK 2006
Jadwiga Jarvis and the concertina bound
book-work, spread out to its full five-metre
length. Photograph courtesy the artist.
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Wayzgoose Press books and broadsides are held in the collections of the
Victoria & Albert Museum, British Library, Manchester City Library and
the Scottish National Library in the UK. In Europe, they are in the Museum
of the Book in the Hague and Forum Book Art – a signiﬁcant collection
of book arts in Hamburg. In the U.S. the collectors include The National
Gallery of Art Library in Washington, the university libraries of Yale, Stanford, Pittsburgh, Utah, Ohio and Louisiana, the
Rochester Institute of Technology, California
Polytechnic State Kennedy Library, New York
Public Library, Rare Books Division of the
Library of Congress and the Ruth & Marvin
Sackner Archive of Concrete and Modern Poetry. In South Africa the work is held by the
Jack Ginsberg Collection. In New Zealand,
examples of our work are in The National Library, Auckland Public Library and University
of Otago. In Australia, it is in the collections of
the state libraries of New South Wales, Victoria, Queensland, and South Australia, The National Library, and Monash, Sydney and South Australia university libraries.
(Monash and each of the state libraries hold a complete collection of the
Press’ work). Our books and broadsides are also held in private collections
as far apart as Tokyo and Toowomba, Miami and Melbourne, Hamburg and
Hobart, Atlanta and Adelaide, Berlin and Brisbane, Kingston and ...
— JADWIGA JARVIS

THE CURE 1992
Sculptured leather cover (edition of 5).
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DADA KAMPFEN UM LEBEN UND TOD
Prose poem by Jas H.Duke
Published 1997
Edition 34 copies
Materials, method and philosophy of production Jas H. Duke’s irreverent
homage to the Dadaists was set in a variety of lead and wood type, stock
blocks and graphic devices made from lead rules, printed in 3 primary colours
and black on Magnani Incisioni 220 gsm. The edition is housed in a cloth
and buckram-covered portfolio together with 2 introductory essays. 2 copies are in wooden boxes, painted and decorated with found objects in a style
resembling that of Kurt Schwitters.
Dimensions Assembled as a concertina, the book is 8 metres long. When
folded, each page measures 34 x 50 cm.
Held in the state libraries of NSW, Queensland, Victoria and South Australia,
Monash University Library, Victoria & Albert Museum (London), Museum
of the Book (the Hague), Forum Book Art (Hamburg), Jack Ginsberg Collection ( Johannesburg), The Ruth & Marvin Sackner Archive of Concrete
and Modern Poetry, Rochester Institute of Technology and several other US
institutional libraries.
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DADA KAMPFEN UM LEBEN UND TOD 1997
Wooden Box with found objects (2 editions only).
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DADA KAMPFEN UM LEBEN UND TOD 1997
View of partially unfolded work.
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DADA KAMPFEN UM LEBEN UND TOD 1997
Detail (two concertina spreads; each spread 34 x 50 cm).
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ORPHEUS THROUGH THE REAR-VISION MIRROR
Prose poem by George Alexander
Published 2002
Edition 32 copies
Materials, method and philosophy of production This dark, multi-layered
metaphorical tale of life’s journey was designed to resemble the “fold-out”
function of a map. Set in a complex mix of typefaces and illustrated throughout with collographs and hand-inked graphic devices. Printed on Magnani
Incisioni 220 gsm and housed in a printed cloth-covered box. 3 copies are
enclosed in a painted and sculptured wooden box.
Dimensions Folded into 32 pages, each measuring 34 x 24 cm.
Held in the state libraries of NSW, Queensland, Victoria and South Australia,
National Library of Australia, Monash University Library, Victoria & Albert
Museum (London), Forum Book Art (Hamburg), Jack Ginsberg Collection
( Johannesburg), Rochester Institute of Technology and several other US
institutional libraries.
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ORPHEUS THROUGH THE REAR-VISION MIRROR 2002
Printed, cloth-covered box.
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ORPHEUS THROUGH THE REAR-VISION MIRROR 2002
View of unfolded work.
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ORPHEUS THROUGH THE
REAR-VISION MIRROR 2002
Detail.

ORPHEUS THROUGH THE
REAR-VISION MIRROR 2002
Detail.
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DOROTH Y LAMOUR’S LIFE AS A PHRASE BOOK
Stage play for a solo female performer by Noëlle Janaczewska
Published 2006
Edition 30 copies
Materials, method and philosophy of production A distraught Dorothy
Lamour ﬁnds herself mistakenly cast in a poem instead of a movie. Designed
to represent a stage, the book is set in a variety of lead types and illustrated
with multi-coloured linocuts. Printed on Magnani Incisioni 220 gsm. 26
copies are enclosed in a printed cloth-covered box. 4 copies are in painted
wooden boxes resembling a clapperboard.
Dimensions Bound as a concertina, the 5 metres of text and illustrations
consist of 11 triple-gate pages, folded to 45 x 32 cm. When opened, each
page measures 64. x 45 cm.
Held in the state libraries of NSW, Queensland, Victoria and South Australia, Monash University Library, Forum Book Art (Hamburg), Jack Ginsberg
Collection ( Johannesburg), Rochester Institute of Technology and several
other US institutional libraries.
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DOROTHY LAMOUR»S LIFE AS A PHRASE BOOK 2002
Painted wooden box (edition of 4).
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DOROTHY LAMOUR»S LIFE AS A PHRASE BOOK 2002
View of partially unfolded work.
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caption

DOROTHY LAMOUR»S LIFE AS A PHRASE BOOK 2002
Detail.

DOROTHY LAMOUR»S LIFE AS A PHRASE BOOK 2002
Printed cloth-covered box.
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OCKERS
Prose poem by ∏.O.
Published 1999
Edition 40 copies
Materials, method and philosophy of production ∏.O.’s anarchic interpretation of Ocker culture as seen through the eyes of an outsider was designed
à la comic strip. The multi-coloured comic strip analogy is set in a variety of
types and illustrated with linocuts throughout. Printed on Magnani Incisioni
220 gsm. Held in a printed cloth-covered box. 4 copies are in sculptured and
painted wooden boxes.
Dimensions Assembled as a concertina each one of the 34 pages measures 48.5
x 33.5 cm.
Held in the state libraries of NSW, Queensland, Victoria and South Australia,
Monash University Library, Victoria & Albert Museum (London), The British
Library, Museum of the Book (the Hague), Forum Book Art (Hamburg), Jack
Ginsberg Collection ( Johannesburg), The Ruth & Marvin Sackner Archive of
Concrete and Modern Poetry, Rochester Institute of Technology, Ohio State
University, Louisiana State University and several other US institutional libraries.
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OCKERS 1999
Page detail.
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OCKERS 1999
Views of partially unfolded work.
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OCKERS 1999
Sculptured and painted wooden box.
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THE TERRIFIC DAYS OF SUMMER
Prose poem by Ken Bolton
Published 1998
Edition 35 copies
Materials, method and philosophy of production Ken Bolton’s rambling,
meandering poem about the joys and pains of youth and summer was set in
a wide range of sans serif type, illustrated with collographs and monoprints
hand inked on the press and further illuminated by painting directly on individual pages. Printed in a variety of colours on Magnani Incisioni 220 gsm.
Housed in a printed cloth-covered box. 3 copies are in wooden boxes covered
in sculptured leather.
Dimensions Assembled as a concertina, the 11.6 metres of text and illustration are folded into 25 pages, each measuring 32.5 x 46.5 cm.
Held in the state libraries of NSW, Queensland, Victoria and South Australia, Monash University Library, Victoria & Albert Museum (London),
The British Library, Museum of the Book (the Hague), Forum Book Art
(Hamburg), Jack Ginsberg Collection ( Johannesburg), The Ruth & Marvin
Sackner Archive of Concrete and Modern Poetry, Rochester Institute of
Technology and several other US institutional libraries.
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THE TERRIFIC DAYS OF SUMMER 1998
View of partially unfolded work.
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THE TERRIFIC DAYS OF SUMMER 1998
Detail - single page (32.5 x 46.5 cm).
THE TERRIFIC DAYS OF SUMMER 1998
View of partially unfolded work.
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THE CURE
Short story by Jyoti Brunsdon
Published 1992
Edition 55 copies
Materials, method and philosophy of production This contemporary Australian story of a young woman’s struggle with insanity uses creative typography
and colour to express the underlying tension inherent in the narrative. Printed
on Mohawk Superfine Soft White 148 gsm and bound in full printed cloth
and enclosed in an envelope-style slip case. 5 copies are bound in sculptured
leather.
Dimensions 72 pages, 24 x 29 cm.
Held in the state libraries of NSW and Queensland, National Library of Australia, The Ruth & Marvin Sackner Archive of Concrete and Modern Poetry,
Alexander Turnbull Library (NZ) and Manchester University Library.

THE TERRIFIC DAYS OF SUMMER 1998
Individual spread (48 x 29 cm).
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IN[ TER.RO(A)R( T )IST ]VENTION
This paper features my cyberpoem, IN[TER.RO(A)R(T)IST]VENTION, a
poem that not only utilises the poly-semiotic multimedia system of the computer, but also the interactive quality of hyper-linking as one of its narrative
devices allowing for a tactile engagement and multiple pathways through
a new media poem that is not mono-linear and temporally unﬁxed. “Since
1995 Brisbane-based Komninos Zervos has been writing ‘kinetic, interactive
poetry’ for the World Wide Web.” wrote Darren Tofts in 2005 in Interzone1
referring to my early animations as having “an aesthetic that combines the
spatial architectures of concrete poetry with the dynamism of time-based
media.” But until the publication of CyberPoetry Undeground2, my work was
mono-linear and temporally ﬁxed. CyberPoetry Underground is a CD-Rom
authored in Director for MAC at a residency at ARTEC in Islington U.K.
in 1998. There is now an on-line version.3
CyberPoetry Underground is a 3D journey through the London Underground rail system, all objects represented as 3D words, and most words linking to text animations when clicked. The end-user navigates to ﬁve diﬀerent
stations on the London Underground; Heathrow, the point of entry and exit,
Piccadilly Circus, Leicester Square, Russell Square and Manor House. The
locations are represented as 360 degree panoramas and the buildings as 3D
words; eg ODEON, TROCCADERO, EATS, ROCK MUSEUM, TUBE,
etc. Train travel is the metaphor for navigation. Heather McHugh, a judge of
the 2001 Electronic Literature Award4 for poetry, said,

1

Tofts, Darren, Interzone,
Sydney: Craftsman House. 2005.

2

Zervos, Komninos, Cyberpoetry
Underground, 1998.

3

http://live-wirez.gu.edu.au/Staff/
komninos/underground/entry.
html

4

ELO Literature Awards 2001,
http://eliterature.org/
Awards2001/poetry-ZervosKomninos.php

Animated text, three-dimensional letter-forms and 360-degree views
turn electronic space into an extra-literary passage, certain areas of
which the viewer can negotiate. At the end of some tunnels are the
objects of cybertext poems, graffitissimi
ultimately serving to remind us that getting there can be more than half the fun.”
Like the first phase hypertext writers, I was
using hyper-linking only as a navigational
element to access a fixed number of linear
CyberPoems.
However, it did not experiment with branched
pathway narratives or hyper-linked narratives,
linking between poems but not within poems.
I had produced several text generation
machines, exquisite corpse generator, haiku
generator, and children’s story generator.5 The
random poetry generator is a form of poetry
that cannot be published in print. These software programs generate poems
to a formula, haiku is popular, but anything with a metrical pattern can be
constructed. Non-metrical styles can also be emulated and essays constructed
from selected input texts. These software programs have been compared to
a monkey sitting at a typewriter eventually writing a line of Shakespeare.
However they are not as random as that, they have variables and there are

IN[TER.RO(A)R(T)IST]VENTION 2004
Screen Shot. Interactive, multi-linear and
temporally unfixed cyberpoem.

5

http://users.bigpond.net.au/mangolegs/cyberpoetry1995-1997/
excorp.html
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limits on those variables, the programmer selects the lists of words, or blocks
of text, the program has to choose from, there is some authorial intervention
there. The programs work rapidly, the end results more disposable, there is
editorial selection there. The experience is an altogether more of-the-moment experience, the end-user aware that there is going to be considerable
nonsensical, non-relevant outputs, but also
aware of the chance of moments of insightful
interpretation.
Poetry is a literary form that, because of its
economy of words and richness of meaning, inevitably lends itself to hypertext. Indeed, the ensemble of node and link may be
thought of as a poetic trope in its own right.
His Exquisite Corpse Poem (1996) is more
interactive, presenting an animated word
generator made up of parts of speech that,
when paused, form a poem. (Tofts, 2005)
The random hyper-linking of some hypertexts may mean a work can never
be read in exactly the same sequence of blocks of text but there has been a
decision made by the author as to where the links will take you. This is parallelled in print by choosing not to follow the numbered sequence of pages,
but most people do.
IN[TER.RO(A)R(T)IST]VENTION appeared in the on-line literary
journal Beehive in November 2001.6 The interactive interface explored the
tensions between the words ‘invention’ and intervention’ and provided the
means to question certain aspects of creation in the age of digital multimedia
authoring tools and greater end-user involvement in the creative process. The
title itself and the opening sequence of animated text, set against the image
of the poet, see the word ‘invention’ being added to, to make new meaning
and create a paratactic clash between the two words within the one word,
the syllable [TER] intervening in the original word IN[TER]VENTION.
Another syllable ROR introduces a political aspect to the word IN[TER.
ROR]VENTION but this time a three way tension, not a duality. And ﬁnally
the word becomes IN[TER.RO(A)R(T)IST]VENTION which implicates
the role of the author in constructing or composing for this new medium. This
method of intervention into words with various paranthetic and punctuation
devices goes beyond the use of these devices by poets like ee cummings or
the Black Mountain projectivist poets, or even Australian performance poet
∏O in his poem ‘tekish men’. Whereas these poets were using punctuation
as staging devices for the sounding or for the visual reading of the poem, the
methods used in IN[TER.RO(A)R(T)IST]VENTION can be attributed
to the inﬂuence of the work of Mez or Mary Anne Breeze7 and punctuation
and parenthesis to alter meaning and oﬀer new and multiple meanings using
a kind of syllable and letter parataxis.
Mez’s mezangelle poetic language translates well onto paper but was developed on the Web, in discussion groups via e-mail, and using Flash animation to insert syllables into words, between words, moving in and out of

EXQUISITE CORPSE GENERATOR 1997
Screenshot from author»s website.

6

http://beehive.temporalimage.
com/archive/43arc.html

7

http://www.hotkey.net.
au/~netwurker/
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words. Mez’s parenthetic splitting of words, changes the way you ﬁrst read the
word when you rescan it and make a new combination of syllables within the
one word. It’s a parataxis of letters and syllables within words. In the poem
quoted below, the headhuntress, by Mez, distributed via email discussion list
WebArtery,8 one gets a feeling of computer HTML code, which seems to
characterize Mez’s style, but it is the breaking up of words with parentheses
into letters and syllables that makes for interesting recombinations.
It is a poem about a woman, the use of the deliberately gendered expression tells us that. Whether it is the author’s head or the subject’s head that is
full we don’t know, but maybe both. The next line is a mix of ritualistic and
red lipstick, there is a conﬂict here and it is a women’s conﬂict. The language
is sourced in youth and vitriol, ego-blasting, e-blasting via the web, gob-blasting, mouthing discontents. There is grandstanding and attention seeking,
and strutting of ego or egos. The battle continues, involving others, debate is
heated. c.rowd[y] of warring codes, angels become demons, the man-eating
shark becomes the man, eating shark. The headhuntress is named and ascends
the throne, to be attacked, she cracks, and so does her support. The sanity of
the subject is questioned, the damage done by remaining silent, the ritual of
censorship/the rite of incensed worship is a brilliant mezangelle line. And are
the black and white obscenities, words on a screen or on a page? The next line
is also quite brilliant, the authoritarian nature of the command beginning with
u. must is reinforced by the inclusion of [& dad voice]. This stanza speaks of
one way compromise, of subjection to the authority, of restoring the status quo.
The last stanza the action of interrogation/the act of interception, continues
the argument in cyberspace, murder me through atoms, [www]walls, and the
last line I read as moderator status, hiatus, versus you always.

8

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/
webartery/

> > >----RituaLIS][P][tic--- >----------------------------------- > >-----The Art Of ][E][Go][a][-Blasting---- >----------------------------------------- >--------------------------- ----------- >-function:!!!!me!
!!!me!!!!l!o!o!k!!@!!m!e!- >- >+drowning in a c.rowd][y][ of warring codes
>-N gel][t][lish hells >+sur.][shark][fin][soup-eaters][.g sur][non][pl.
usages, >-a queen crowns herself king >+cornered N drawn in piercing
ebony dust >-t.][s][h e.y crack][s][ n c.rumble][s] >----------------------------------------- >----------------------------------- >//--> >t >
>- >- > >- >---The Rit][e][ual Of ][In][Cens][ed][][W][orship---- >------------------------------------------ >------------------ ------------------- >]*bite* -X- *me*[ >- >- >+zero][X][ tole][t][rancing in >-B&W
r.ob][sc][e][nitie][s >+.u. .m u s t. .d i s p l a y. maxi.mum][& dad voice][
>- regressive tend][onitis][encies >+.m a i n t a i n. >-abs][zer][o.lute
][vodka][ power >+] ][B.come][ego >-anal.y][anti][Isis][like][ >----------------------------------------- >-- ----------------------------------->- >- >-----The Act][ion][ of Intero][gation][ception---- - >----------------------------------------- >-------------------------------------- >-[
o ]- >- b.lun][ging][dering in2 ][www][walls >-streaming he.art.ache
sing][e][songs >- murd][m][e][smer][ring thru atom][osphere][s >-rituali.stic][king out of yr neck][ >- moderator-stat][hiat][us ][vs u, always][.
>- >- >------------------------------------------ >- ------------------------------------ > > >
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Mez’s parataxis of syllable and letter, within words themselves, sets up a poetic
experience where the words clash within themselves, their internal workings
in opposition, disrupting the way we read as language and forcing a closer
examination of the text, creating new meanings with the text. Encountered
on e-mail discussion lists, the text as such is
diﬃcult to read and requires the creation of
a space to receive this text. Many listees reject the challenge, and label it spam without
having engaged in its language or followed its
development from post to post. But those who
embrace it become active and enthusiastic appreciators and practitioners.
But
the
poem
IN[ TER.
RO(A)R(T)IST]VENTION, a mezangelled
poem in itself, is only the beginning of this
piece. A button labelled ‘intervene’ when
mouse-clicked changes the angle and view
of the poet and the animated word IN[TER.
RO(A)R(T)IST]VENTION, so that the artist’s
INVENTION 2002
perspective to the art is constantly changing at the will of the reader/end- Screenshot.
user. There are four other buttons labelled ‘love’, beer’, ‘kev the red’ and ‘sound
poem’. The buttons are links to two temporally ﬁxed pieces and to two poems
that are not temporally ﬁxed. Hypertext poetry is characterized by the hyperlinking between words and blocks of text, in and between documents, on the
Web. As such hypertext poetry was already possible, not really new but a
realization of a non-linear form already actualized in postmodern poetics, both
in performance and in print publication. George Landow9 has been a major
9 http://www.cyberartsweb.org/
cpace/
early hypertext theorist on the Web, and in print, and describes the non-linear
hypertext literature as linking between blocks of texts or ‘lexias’, an expression
ﬁrst coined by Roland Barthes to describe the way literature works.
Hypertexts can be contained within a set number of documents to link
between, or open Webs which link out to other documents and other sites on
the Web. Landow uses the terms hypertext and hypermedia interchangeably
to argue for a richer experience of hypertext over traditional print publication
of branching narratives and non-linear storytelling. But hypermedia literature
is distinguished from solely text-based hypertext by the introduction of image,
sound, animation, random selection, intelligent objects, etc. and is experienced
diﬀerently from reading a text on paper or on a screen. Some print published
texts are now being spoken about as hypertexts even though they don’t contain
hyperlinks as are found on the Web.
Espen Aarseth10 states the arguments claiming hypertexts aren’t essentially
10 http://www.hf.uib.no/cybertext/
default.html
diﬀerent from other literary texts, because (1) all literature is to some extent
indeterminate, non-linear, and diﬀerent for every reading, (2) the reader has
to make choices in order to make sense of the text, and ﬁnally (3) a text cannot really be non-linear because the reader can read it only one sequence at
a time anyway. In Cybertext: Perspectives on Ergodic Literature he introduces
the two terms cybertext and ergodic;
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During the cybertextual process, the user will have effectuated a semiotic sequence, and this selective is a work of physical construction
that the various concepts of reading do not account for. This I call
ergodic, using a term appropriated from physics that derives from the
Greek words ergon and hodos, meaning work and path. In ergodic
literature, effort is required to allow the reader to traverse the text. If
ergodic literature is to make as a concept, there must also be nonergodic literature, where the effort to traverse the text is trivial, with
no extranoematic responsibilities placed on
the reader except (for example) eye movement and the periodic or arbitrary turning
of pages. (Aarseth,1997)
He argues, it is the work performed by the
end-user in creating the path through the text
that makes it ergodic, and these kinds of text
can exist in print or as hypertexts. What makes
cybertext diﬀerent from text read from a book
is that it is taking place in an extra-noematic
space not just inside a reader’s head. It takes
place in a shared cyberspace that others can experience also. This space was initially thought
of as a non-material space but rather than being non-material it can be thought of as an
alternate material or physical space.
Hypermedia poetry utilizes hyper-linking but links are not always text.
Image, sound, video and animation are linked to or used as links and signiﬁers.
Not only does text require interpretation, so too do the other elements that are
‘telling the story’, they are not there for decoration or ornamentation of the
text but are part of the narrative system. These hypermedia texts are considered
to be of the second phase of hypertexts, or in Aarseth’s terms ergodic cybertexts. A combination of semiotics are at play in these hypermedia works.
McKenzie Wark’s Planet of Noise is a good example of a second phase
hypermedia work on CD-Rom that utilizes vivid background images, illuminated texts, cinematic video sequences, three dimensional objects, hyperlinked text, noises, quotations, speech, spoken texts, artiﬁcially intelligent
objects, and, of course, Wark’s aphorisms and fabulous one- liners: ‘men will
tell you that fucking is a science, take it from me being fucked is an art’ (Wark
zone 4). The CD-Rom11 utilizes the metaphor of a space ‘other’ to our world
as the space it chooses to tell its story. The graphics conjure exotic alien terrains, brightly coloured and bump-mapped surfaces, each window that opens
a new visual experience, even before the text begins to appear. It invites the
end-user into its world, its cyberspace, with interesting visuals and an orbiting sphere that changes texture in every window, it hides some of the text,
and as the mouse is moved towards it the sphere runs away. There is a tactile
involvement of the end-user. The end-user begins to read the text and the
sphere re-enters from the opposite side from which it exited. If it is chased
with the mouse a voice reads some of the text on-screen. As the mouse scrolls
over the text, the text glows, and the sphere comes again. Gradually the end-

UNDERGROUND 2005
Screenshot. Interactive on-line poem.

11 Mackenzie Wark and Brad Miller,
Planet of Noise, CD-Rom, 1997.
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user notices that if the mouse is kept over the text the sphere does not move
but as soon as the mouse leaves the text the sphere returns, and by this time
the end-user has read that text fairly thoroughly, and has even heard it being
spoken in a woman’s voice.
There is an element of game here, but not of the shoot-em-up game variety,
the game the end-user has been playing is the navigation to the next window,
and the sphere has acted as an agent vital to the narrative. If the end-user does
not engage with the sphere the narrative does not progress. As the end-user
progresses through the various zones of Planet of Noise the interactivity alters
slightly, the rotating sphere actually becomes your guide, the games you played
with it earlier having trained you to navigate this piece. Certain words in
some blocks of text begin to highlight in red; and mouse clicking these takes
a deviation from the linear progression through
zones to another zone. Text begins to appear
diﬀerently, instead of appearing all at once it
comes line-by-line or word-by-word or from
the bottom line ﬁrst to the ﬁrst line last. This
variety keeps the interactivity interesting and
unpredictable, more like a thing with human
intelligence than a robot, which adds an extra
edge to the experience. In some windows no
text appears at all but a vortex in the landscape
opens a view into rotating 3D objects that
quickly fade. Getting deeper into zones other
voices apart from the main woman’s voice are
heard. In some parts the spoken text is repeated
in the next window. The experience is diﬀerent
from reading from a book or listening to a live
sounding of poetry. Wark’s hypermedia composition is poetry, it evokes in the
end-user a poetic experience, and does it in a way that is distinctly diﬀerent
from reading or listening.
Like Wark’s work the poems love and sound poem contained within
IN[TER.RO(A)R(T)IST]VENTION are second phase non-temporally ﬁxed
interactive poems that require the end-user to participate in their creation. In
sound poem the end user can add sounds to the sounding of the words ‘sound
poetry’ being repeated each time diﬀerently by synthetic computer voices. The
variance in pitch and speed of sounding of the words and repetition creates
the sound poem and the end-user is involved in its making. The piece called
love perceives love as a battleﬁeld and planted in that textual ﬁeld are landmines, interactive buttons that show the other side of love, trust, singles, sex
etc that when skimmed by the mouse reveal that other side. Mouse clicking
on words produces explosive sound eﬀect. There is no sounded text in this
piece. The other two, beer and kev the red, utilise synthetic computer voices
and morphing of one word to another. Hazel Smith in The writing experiment points out the morphing “concerns the shape of the letters and words
as much as their linguistic import: sometimes the words appear as half-shape,
half-word, sometimes as only shape. the importance of the shapes resembling
words that appear in the morphing stage and their visual semiosis.”12 Teemu

SOUND POETRY 2002
Screenshot. Interactive on-line poem.

12 Hazel Smith, the writing experiment, Sydney: Allen and Unwin.
2005.
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Ikonen13 in ‘Moving text in avant-garde poetry. Towards a poetics of textual
motion,’ in the German on-line literary journal, Dichtung-Digital, also chooses
beer as an exemplary poem in his essay;
Komninos Zervos combines change and movement as the letters transform into other ones, approach and withdraw (grow and diminish on
the screen), lose their recognizable form, and then shape into new
three- or four-letter words.

13 Teemu Ikonen, «Moving text in avantgarde poetry. Towards a poetics of
textual motion,» dichtung-digital.de,
Newsletter 4/2003, 5.Jg. / Nr. 30 √
ISSN 1617-6901. ed. By Eskelinen,
Markku, 2003, http://www.dichtungdigital.com/2003/4-ikonen.htm.

IN[TER.RO(A)R(T)IST]VENTION is a piece that utilises the hyperlinking, morphing, interactive and multimedia qualities of the Web whilst
requiring various systems of semiosis or deriving meaning to ‘read’ the constructed piece.
By presenting some of my digital works I hope that this essay has emphasized that cyber or digital poetry requires a diﬀerent way of construction
than poetry in the print or performance modes, that it is not merely a transfer
of work in one material form to the new materiality of cyberspace. The new
materiality of cyberspace allows the convergence and recombination of previously existing textual, phonic and visual material forms as well as the potential
to develop new functionality and new ways of approaching poetry.
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Screenshot. Morphing text poem.
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ARTIST NOTE
New Babylon Sydney was a ﬁnal assignment project for the UTS Cultural
Studies seminar. The unoﬃcial seminar class theme was ‘the city’, and much of
what we read, watched and talked about was thinking through the experience
of the city, Sydney mostly of course, but many other cities also.
The three main inspirations I drew from to produce New Babylon Sydney
were Situationist International writings and artworks, the artist and architect
Constant (whose work the Situationists adopted and championed), and the
book Zone edited by Michel Feher & Sandford Kwinter. This last source
contained a work by an artist whose name I have forgot, but consisted of a
number of geometric shapes and lines abstracted from maps of cities around
the world – Sao Paulo, New York, to name two – which were printed on
tracing paper and produced an interesting overlay eﬀect.
I liked this idea and decided to experiment with it. I found a plethora
of maps of Sydney online at the National Library’s website, and produced
a series of trace overlays starting (mostly) from the oldest maps (including
a convict drawing of Sydney Cove from 1788) and working through to the
new satellite images and the current street directory. The ﬁrst trace overlay
included the majority of greater Sydney, and each one zoomed in closer until
we had a (relatively) tight frame of Sydney cove and the point of settlement.
The maps are both attractive (the lure of cartography) and repulsive (to the
violence and imperialism they signify) to me, and they form some sort of
layered cartographic history that contain these tensions.
Each trace overlay was followed with a poem. The poems were modelled
on the style of David Antin’s talk poems (all lowercase, no or minimal punctuation, spaced between sentences or phrase-units). I followed Antin’s lead
for numerous reasons, but chieﬂy because his
style brings the act of thinking/talking to the
forefront of the poetic.
The series of images reproduced here
worked by having text printed on trace paper, superimposed onto an image. The images were taken freely from Constant’s art
books and Situationist art books, and doctored, cropped and manipulated as needed.
None of this taking or borrowing was or is
connected to an overtly theorised discourse
for or against the notion of originality; it is
quite simply the method by which I proceed
with the tools and skills at hand.
The ﬁrst image, which was the cover of the booklet, uses an image from
Constant’s New Babylon series, overlayed in a sort of collage with snippets
from maps of Sydney (and in a few cases rural NSW). The maps are of many
diﬀerent types and from many diﬀerent times: roadmaps, street directories,
commercial port maps, council boundary maps, early land allotment maps,
early cartographies of Sydney, etc. So already, the city of Sydney is many.

NEW BABYLON SYDNEY 2006
Digital print.
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The text for the ﬁrst of the text/image overlays was taken from my reading
material at the time: Wittgenstein, Paul Virilio, Rahoul Vaneigem and the
poets Michael Palmer and John Kinsella. Each phrase, or line, moves across
a text path determined by the image behind it (again, from Constant’s New
Babylon series). It suggests a position within language that is heterogeneous,
numerous, multi-directional and, above all, moving. Clearly, the textual experience of lifting the words/traces oﬀ the background to which they are initially
attached was also signiﬁcant – a kind of cinematic framing – but can’t be
reproduced here for obvious reasons.
The text for the second text/image overlay is a composite quote from
Rahoul Vaneigem’s The Revolution of Everyday Life, superimposed onto an
image of a sculpture of Constant’s. Default habits of reading, fragmentation
into component parts and the relations of parts, and parts to whole are some
of the discussions that would seem to ﬂow in and spill out of the text/image,
yet the strength of the rhetoric (and its pertinence to the nexus of power and
language) is still what arrests me.
The last text/image, which was re-worked for this publication, is from the
night of the 2004 federal election (October 9) and the speech John Howard
gave to his mob following re-election. In the image, the crowd is facing a
ﬁgure out of frame, yet the ﬁgure is represented in a double framing by the
projected image. This double frame, and its disjunctions, exempliﬁes the transformation of live experience into spectacular representation – the handover
moment – and how at the very core of power lies this spectacle. In this same
fetid power core is the profound abuse of language. The text from Howard’s
speech on the night is subjected to a kind of taxonomy, split into clusters
of its component parts, sandwiched in between the words occurring only
once (sometimes twice). It not at all clear to me why I chose this method
of language deconstruction, but the isolation of words from semantics, and
the repetition of words, seems to encourage me to closely read the abuse
of language.

picture of john howards speech on election night, october 9, 2004.
text taken from john howards speech on election night, october 9, 2004.
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CHAOS & COLLABORATION
Klare Lanson’s work interrogates the concept of collaboration as a constantlyevolving process. Projects with artists and musicians such as Cornel Wilczek
<aka Qua>, Ollie Olsen, The Hypersense Complex, Bjoern Stolpmann, Unamunos Quorum, John Troyer, Nick Kallincos, Emile Zile and other poets have
produced works that are a reﬂection of memory,
social error, anxiety and time-space compression. Recent performances have tended to place
traditional notions of collaboration under scrutiny. The word ‘collaboration’ – while a useful
one – fails to capture eﬀectively the concept of
‘community’ inherent in Lanson’s work. This
being said, collaboration is still an essential part
of her practice. She has now begun exploring
this idea in her written work as well.
Her recent experiments in creating visual
poetry through the medium of short ﬁlm and
the mobile phone also demonstrate an awareness of the contradictions inherent in collaboration (or interaction with) technology.
The lo-ﬁ low-res quality of the medium of the
mobile phone is used as a device to reﬂect the
western contemporary environment. Just as the
mobile phone footage is remixed and cutup, so
too is the electronic music she makes. These
works ask questions with no easy answers: they
provide the ﬁlm-maker with a sense of instant
pleasure, and yet can also be used to capture a
moment, or memory. In this sense, the boundary between reality and archive is blurred. Additionally, Lanson’s incorporation of mobile
footage into her performances reminds us again that this “easy” genre adds
yet another layer to creative collaborations.
Lanson’s live performances exude a peculiar sense of chaos, utilizing poetry,
gesture, music and electronic voice eﬀecting. When possible, visual footage
is projected behind her body to allow as much body/screen interaction as
possible. This complex layering of elements appeals to the senses of sight
and sound, gesturing towards multiple uses of the body, and even that most
corporate of concepts, multi-tasking. Watching her live performances, one
suspects that Lanson’s intention is to cause as much ‘anxiety’ amongst the
audience members as possible. Subtle hints of wit and humour, however,
complicate the suggested antagonism of such an approach.
To read this approach as confrontational misses the point Lanson is making about traditional notions of “performer” and “audience”. A recent gig
at Glitch, involved Lanson inviting audience members up on stage (whilst
performing) to interact with the screen in anyway they wished. The fact that
uniformity emerged in terms of audience behaviour suggests that we as con-

NICK KALLINCOS | KLARE LANSON 2003
Ink on paper.
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sumers of creative works are still wedded to a rigid notion of what constitutes
eﬀective or “good” art. Perhaps we still do not trust ourselves when confronted
with an opportunity to liberate ourselves from a passive use of technology.
While the spaces Lanson explores via technology have become more political
in nature, her work is not simply determinist in nature. Above all else, Lanson’s
work resists a literal reading.
— DAVID PRATER

Audience interaction in live performance
GLITCH BAR AND CINEMA,
Melbourne August 2006.
Collaboration with Unamunos Quorum.
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CAN»T TALK RIGHT NOW I»M BUSY 2004
FRUC, Montpellier, France.
Photographs: Francois Labastie.

SOLO PERFORMANCE 2006
BAR 303, Melbourne,
Unusual Work Magazine Launch.
Photographs: Sean M. Whelan.
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THIS GUN THAT WAR 2002
Overload poetry festival, Melbourne. With Emile Zile (VJ).
Photograph: Sean M. Whelan.
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SOLO PERFORMANCE 2006
BAR 303, Melbourne,
Unusual Work Magazine Launch.
Photograph: Sean M. Whelan.

1000COWS 2006
Stills from mobile phone video.
Collaboration with Sean M Whelan.
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LINER NOTES VOL 1 2006
With Matt Hetherington.
Mobile phone photograph: Ledong.
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I THINK MY CPU IS FRIED 2005
Still from online collaboration with
John Troyer. Commissioned for the
2nd Fried Lights Moving Image Festival.

COLLABORATION33 2006
Stills from mobile phone video,
as used in live performance.
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</EVERYTHIRDBREATH>
only own every third breath these days
decrementing values of my life
in layers of years layers of
time saving programming devices
turning my mind into a disabled product
from the altered dimension needed
to dial in log out key word save item
obeying instructions to create
a space for retro camera angles
hiccuping with nostalgia
don’t you know this is just
a drinking world with too many links

</EVERYTHIRDBREATH> 2004
Audio recording (MP3 format), 4'24.

tick> add>, >undo, > &&&& search>>>>save, <</&&>>next,
tick> add>, >undo\, > search>save, >> next next next,
only own every third breath these days
my body a venue for a public bar
a function room waiting for something else to happen
there is a kind of customer reporting
involving departmental stock take maintenance
where shots make up a screaming brunette
and conversation consists of
quick fucks quick fucks and traﬃc lights
red green red green
products demand more out of
the locations within my ﬁle and
proﬁt margins analysis with stock on hand
help to console my scanning and beeping
my scanning and beeping
tick> add>, >undo, > &&&& search>>>>save, <</&&>>next,
tick> add>, >undo\, > search>save, >> next next next,
only own every third breath these days
snapshooting over to another site
another controlled form of place
where simultaneous clicks
and sniﬀs
make patterns of time in the air
so please please review this report carefully
and notify us
of any ammendments
as a matter of urgency, to maintain breath
also remember
the care you take
will ensure a smooth smooth integration
of your new system your new life
your new dataﬁle prepared for your site
p.
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orchard
I am looking at 2 things:
jesus with his beetroot
heart & Sylvia Plath

the absurd
the obsessive

in her yellow bikini
in sunshine.

the beautiful

I know neither can be true
but that is what I see.

all declarations

typography can be found on the lower shelf

[NL, from Gk typho(s) type + graphia writing]
[NL, from Gk typho(s) type + graphia writing]
[NL, from Gk typho(s) type + graphia writing]
[NL, from Gk typho(s) type + graphia writing]
[NL, from Gk typho(s) type + graphia writing]
[NL, from Gk typho(s) type + graphia writing]
[NL, from Gk typho(s) type + graphia writing]
[NL, from Gk typho(s) type + graphia writing]
[NL, from Gk typho(s) type + graphia writing]
[NL, from Gk typho(s) type + graphia writing]
[NL, from Gk typho(s) type + graphia writing]
[NL, from Gk typho(s) type + graphia writing]
[NL, from Gk typho(s) type + graphia writing]
[NL, from Gk typho(s) type + graphia writing]
[NL, from Gk typho(s) type + graphia writing]
[NL, from Gk typho(s) type + graphia writing]
[NL, from Gk typho(s) type + graphia writing]
[NL, from Gk typho(s) type + graphia writing]
[NL, from Gk typho(s) type + graphia writing]
[NL, from Gk typho(s) type + graphia writing]
[NL, from Gk typho(s) type + graphia writing]
[NL, from Gk typho(s) type + graphia writing]
[NL, from Gk typho(s) type + graphia writing]
[NL, from Gk typho(s) type + graphia writing]
[NL, from Gk typho(s) type + graphia writing]
[NL, from Gk typho(s) type + graphia writing]
[NL, from Gk typho(s) type + graphia writing]
[NL, from Gk typho(s) type + graphia writing]
[NL, from Gk typho(s) type + graphia writing]
[NL, from Gk typho(s) type + graphia writing]
[NL, from Gk typho(s) type + graphia writing]
[NL, from Gk typho(s) type + graphia writing]
[NL, from Gk typho(s) type + graphia writing]

a hero falls here

See Explantory Notes for explanation of terms

epilogue
porcelain spine
the distance b/w small things
a mountainside clearfelled
all that remains in a bowl
taking a sledgehammer to the tulips
unbaptised wallpaper
1 needle for everyday of the year
eyes like a captive bird
yellow sparrows

small clouds
pastuerised hills

& beautiful luggage
each landscape I ﬁnd
I am standing in a soundless paddock

the saviour

& his toy cars

conveyor=conveyor

conveyor belt=conveyor belt

n. a ﬂexible, endless band passing about
two or more wheels/ etc., used to transport objects
from one place to another, esp, in a factory

KEY
1. Families are shown in capital
letters
2. Dead languages are shown in
italics
3. Living languages are shown in
capital and small letters.

[ove]
the entire ﬂesh
when
completely ﬂattened out
has impossible hips.
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PLACEMARKING: SOMETHING HAPPENED HERE
1.
Many private, state and city authorities have invested in public art projects for
decades with primarily permanent design and art works dotted throughout
new developments and city streets. As one colleague recently said during her
visit to Brisbane, observing the polished, etched and cast forms embedded
in the urban mesh, ‘all the public art here is so shiny and new’. While this is
one person’s observation during a brief stay, perhaps it indicates that some
urban environments have reached a kind of tipping point where permanent
and outdoor public artwork is concerned. Its prevalence and proliferation is
noteworthy as a sequence of sites and works that might threaten to become,
as Miwon Kwon warns, ‘genericized into an undiﬀerentiated serialization,
one place after another’.1
In Brisbane, the metropolitan environment I am most familiar with as
a ‘soft city’,2 there are few text-based works in the designated sites, public
works and percentages for public art. It caused me to look further a ﬁeld for
text-based public artworks, to probe the spaces for other kinds of public art
engagements with word in the city. I am aware that this distinction between
text- and image- based public artwork is problematic because, as I argue, there
is a need to recast the image/word distinction and to explore materiality and
representation in many ways. This is what artists are endeavouring to do in
their experiments with word and image. They describe their works as ‘artpoems’, ‘ground writing’ and other terms alluding to hybridity and fragmentation
within the ﬁeld of vision: word, object and image; seeing, touching and reading; real, virtual and haptic spaces. To put it another way, I may see some words
but I might not read them – they may not be immediate, legible or apparent.
However, they are, as WJT Mitchell asserts “seeable, sayable, palpable”3 and
a kind of ‘worded’ practice of placemarking or remaking.
In looking, feeling and seeing, my ﬁlters (or antennae) are alert and I can
determine that I see words or writing. I might even derive some pleasure in
looking at the image of the word and how it inhabits or integrates with the
space. In my passage through urban space I may be aware that there is ‘some
writing etched into the stonework on the ground’ or that ‘there is a series of
words – I may not make them out as a phrase but know them to be words
– painted large, in red, on a concrete wall’. It’s the colour that stays with me
– bright red against the bare concrete. Red, I think mirthfully, a red-letter
day! Or, having kicked oﬀ my shoes in a busy city square, it’s the feel of the
stone and hollowed letterforms or wordforms under my bare feet or the way
water pools in the recesses after rain. I may not know what these texts literally say, though I may have caught a word or two. To see, to feel and to read
are heterogenous acts of comprehension or interpretation, not necessarily
antagonistic. These works, like other texts in the city, have a visual and material presence - the spectator is able to make them out as words even if they
do not read or decipher those words; the reading response is subconscious,
tacit and second nature.

1

Miwon Kwon, «One Place After
Another: Notes on Site Specificity»
in Theory in Contemporary Art
since 1985 (Zoya Kocur and
Simon Leung). Oxford: Blackwell,
2005. p.49

2

Jonathon Raban describes the
soft city as ≈...the city goes soft; it
awaits the imprint of an identity.
For better or worse, it invites you
to remake it, to consolidate it into
a shape you can live in. You, too.
Decide who you are, and the city
will again assume a fixed form
around you. Decide what it is, and
your own identity will be revealed,
like a position on a map fixed by
triangulation.∆ Jonathon Raban,
Soft City. London:Hamilton, 1974.

3

WJT Mitchell, Picture Theory:
Essays on Verbal and Visual Representation. Chicago: University
of Chicago. 1994. p.244
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2.
Text-based works are notable in a ‘generic ﬁeld’ of public art, indicating, perhaps, some curatorial and project management biases in public art projects.
For the most part, as Paul Carter notes of commissioning, “[it] identiﬁes the
public work of art with image-making”.4 Why? Perhaps text artists, poets and
writers are not tendering for this type of commission despite stated attempts
to encourage diverse media and aesthetic experiences in public art programs.
Writers and text artists aren’t scarce, but writing as artwork is lacking from our
urban spaces. Perhaps it is a remedial strategy to mitigate the proliferation of
words that coerce, label or instruct.5 However, not all writing is signage. Or
perhaps it is cautionary so as to avoid the appearance of encouraging graﬃti
or other subversions.
Perhaps in the realm of ‘visual thinking’ or ‘design thinking’ – urban design,
architecture and art - text has a persistent status wrought from that intractable
history of the ‘printed page’. N. Katherine Hayles contends that “literary
critics have been content to see literature as immaterial verbal constructions”
with only marginal interest in the literary artefacts.6 Many experiments and
inquiries by artists (in a variety of media, across artforms and for diverse
contexts) have sought to ‘liberate’ the word from the printed page, recasting
its autonomy as image and object.7 Mitchell describes these as imagetexts8
and as indicative of the ‘pictorial turn’, which is:
a postlinguistic, postsemiotic rediscovery of the picture as a complex
interplay between visuality, apparatus, institutions, discourse, bodies and
figurality. It is the realization that spectatorship (the look, the gaze, the
glance, the practices of observation, surveillance, and visual pleasure)
may be as deep a problem as various forms of reading (deciphering,
decoding, interpretation, etc) and that visual experience or "visual
literacy" might not be fully explicable on the model of textuality.9

4

Carter. Op.cit.

5

While outside of the scope of
this essay, there have been many
ephemeral works and projections
including the Time of the Signs
series curated for the Livid Festival by artist Craig Walsh as well
as other independent artist works
in a variety of media including
electronic. However, it also should
be noted that there have also
been few attempts to integrate
media-based and locative work
in urban or public space developments although there have been
some experiments.

6

N. Katherine Hayles. Writing
Machines. Cambridge: MIT Press.
2002. p.19

7

For examples see Simon Morley,
Writing on the Wall: Word and
Image in Modern Art. London:
Thames and Hudson. 2003

8

Mitchell defines imagetext as
≈composite synthetic works (or
concepts) that combine image
and text.∆ Op.cit. p.89

9

WJT Michell. Op.cit. p.16

This, as WJT Mitchell explains further, “has implications for the fate of reading, literature and literacy” and means we are “working through contradiction
interminably”,10 ever mindful of representation and its technologies. In Walter
Benjamin’s ideas about language, a distinction is made between the expression
through language and expression within language – or instrumental and poetic
uses of language. In communicating in language, as Kathrin Busch explains,
“a very particular type of meaning emerges in the expression or in the manner
of speaking and this meaning in no way has to match the content of what
is being said.” 11 For Benjamin, as Busch outlines, “the form of speech can
produce a completely diﬀerent, independent and above all latent meaning ...
and it is in poetry that this becomes particularly clear”. 12 As observable in the
works studied in this essay, there is ultimately something untranslatable and
indeterminable in poetic speech as “something else beyond the named content is given expression, something akin to a mood or an atmosphere that is
neither semantic nor communicable at the level of word meanings, something
that cannot be wholly translated into a meaning.” 13 Benjamin writes about
the ‘language of things’. It is precisely because these ‘things’ (art objects) are
worded that we can ﬁnd ourselves surprised: “the language of things refers to
p.
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the manner in which we are addressed by an object. This appeal or claim on
our attention itself deﬁnes the act of speaking.”14
Words, it is said, materialise thought, and writing, in turn, materialises
speech. But words are also the material of writing. Writing, like most inscription, can also be contingent on its media or material. As William J. Mitchell
proposes “literacy did motivate the development and proliferation of products
– such as rectangular sheets or papers, scrolls, books, and billboards – that
serve the primary purpose of eﬃciently and fairly neutrally carrying text”.15
In terms of mediation, a gallery, a book and a website prepares us for what it
does or is as a technology, but urban space is less deﬁned or contained in its
mediation. According to William J. Mitchell, “the vast web of intertextual
relationship that we continually navigate in our intellectual and cultural lives
is inextricably interwoven with the physical objects and spatial relationships
that constitute the city. Acts of use and textual production and consumption
cannot be separated neatly into functionally distinct categories, but should
be understood as parts of the same system of meaning.”16 A city is a physical entity that mediates and public artworks become embedded or mediated
therein as part of the fabric of the city.
There are many prominent text-based works in Australian cities and this
essay looks at three – Richard Tipping’s Watermark, Sebastian Moody’s Built
Under The Sun and Paul Carter’s Nearamnew. Each arise from artistic investigations of site, not as a mapping of it but as a physical marking of it that
materialises some aspect of the site’s history, archaeology or other signiﬁcance
through representation. This marking takes varying forms – sculpture, painting and etching.
3.
Watermark is located at the Brisbane Powerhouse, next to the Brisbane River
Set in a bold three-dimensional italic sans serif font, half of the word ‘ﬂood’
stands upright in the ground. It looks like it is partially submerged in the
surrounding concrete, as if the path has risen like ﬂoodwater and the visible
portion is the mere ‘tip of an iceberg’. In a way it has, like a rising tide of
concrete and riverside development. The meandering river twists and turns,
the city taking shape around the haphazard bends and land forms. Watermark
is set against the backdrop of the river’s usually slow waters and makes reference to the devastating ﬂooding of the Brisbane River, ﬂooding that was
exacerbated by the land ﬁlling of former swamps and natural drainage systems
along the river’s banks in the earlier days of white settlement. In the 19th and
20th century, the city experienced major ﬂooding several times, notably in
1893 and 1974. In his artist statement, Tipping comments on anxieties about
future ﬂooding. In these times of ‘extreme weather events’, whether drought
or ﬂood, the anxieties are possibly well founded.
Perhaps it is the ﬁre-truck red that sounds a warning. Or is it a directive? Perhaps that warning is, given the relationship between ﬂooding and
development in Brisbane (now ameliorated through various mitigation measures), that without environmental care, there could be dire results. According to JL Austin language is not only used to state facts, but also to perform

14 ibid

15 William J. Mitchell. Op.cit. p.10

16 ibid. p.11

17 J.L. Austin, How to Do Things
with Words, J.O. Urmson, ed. New
York: Oxford University Press.
1962. pp6-7
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actions: words can be enunciative or performative. He identiﬁes ‘performatives’ whereby “the issuing of the utterance is the performing of the action
– it is not normally thought of as just saying
something”.17 The word ﬂood is both a noun
and a verb. If I emphatically cry out the word
‘ﬂood!’ am I beseeching or ordering? Or am I
sounding a warning? Flood in this context is
descriptive or interrogative rather than imperative or demanding.18 Part of that interrogation
is in the titling of the work, Watermark, which,
as the artist states, “means both a mark showing the height to which water has risen, and a
design impressed into paper which is visible
when held to the light, guaranteeing authenticity.”19 Here Tipping has, through wordplay,
brought the word back into ‘touch’ with paper.
By unravelling and multiplying the words, we are able to make (poiesis) a
virtual matrix of meaning and association.
The text stands out from the watery background as if overlaid, “erasing
the diﬀerence between image and text”. While printed words are ﬂattened
or pressed onto the page, this word is ‘freestanding’, as if jutting out of the
concrete. Manufactured from sheet steel, the material references the industrial
history of the site as a former power station in the early 20th century. There
is often a veneer of children playing on the letterforms, which must present
just the right scale and challenges for climbing and leaping. Thus for all the
weight and solidity of this work and the issues it evokes, Tipping has imbued
liquidity and lightness through exchanges. There is ﬂuidity in meaning and
levity in wordplay. There is a carefree undoing of the imposing threat of ﬂood
(or environmental disaster) in the way that children climb across the curves
and planes of the sculpture, scaling the lofty heights of ‘d’ or sliding over the
arc of ‘o’.
Built Under The Sun is painted on the concrete embankment of the train line
behind the Brisbane Convention Centre, running along the border of South
Bank Parklands and hovers over a vacant block. The work was commissioned
for a 2003 ephemeral public art project, Art Built-in South Bank. It is described in various reviews as a poem and, at ﬁve syllables, it’s potentially the
ﬁrst line of a haiku spread across the city. Having completed a number of
smaller anonymous text projects on public walls, Built Under The Sun was
one of Moody’s earlier commissions. His previous smaller scale works were
distinctly rough and awkward in appearance, obviously hand painted. For this
project, the artist was provided with a budget and employed professional sign
writers. As Chris Handran writes, “this gave the work not only billboard scale,
but also a commercial ﬁnish”. 20 In design and advertising arenas signage of
this scale is referred to as ‘supergraphics’, an additional layer of image and
word across the built environment, overwhelming buildings and spaces with
their sheer presence. As Kwon proposes:

RICHARD TIPPING | WATERMARK 2000
Sheet steel sculpture, 12m x 1.4 m x 1.2m.
Photograph: JM John Armstrong.
18

WJT Mitchell describes Robert
Morris» Slab in this way.
Op.cit. p.259

19 WJT Mitchell. Op.cit. p.244

20 Chris Handran. «Art Built-In
South Bank», Artlink, Vol 23 No
1. http://www.artlink.com.au/articles.cfm?id=2445. Accessed 3
December 2007.
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The appropriation of site-specific art for the valorization of urban
identities comes at a time of a fundamental cultural shift in which
architecture and urban planning, formerly the primary media for expressing a vision of the city, are displaced by other media more intimate
with marketing and advertising.21
In this context, the words are charged with a graphic (imaged) sensibility that
weaves into the three dimensional and architectural space: It ﬁlls the space.
In my mental mapping of Brisbane, I unconsciously equate the text with
the slogan of a prominent demolition company whose advertising proclaimed,
“all we leave behind are memories”. This is troubling because, despite the allusion to aphorism and ahistoricity, Moody’s work makes no claims – it leaves
nothing, it takes nothing, it erases nothing - and retains passive expectancy
due to its ambiguity. The blankness of the statemtent and the concrete wall
cause me to subjectively examine the broader environment, to pivot and consider the city that surrounds, envelops me. It’s in this uncertainty and openendedness that freedom and exchange ﬂows. Sally Brand stresses “what is
important ... when encountering Moody’s work among the city’s landscape
of advertising slogans, is the priceless freedom of choice that they wish to
provide ... [I]n his practice Moody seems to
continually seek to conserve the reader’s free
will in this increasingly authoritarian society.”22
We are free to make our own meanings with
this material, perhaps radically so.
Art Built-in South Bank was an ephemeral
public art project. All the works were removed
after two months – all except Moody’s. Despite the intent of ephemerality, it has been absorbed into the material and ﬂows of the city.
It remains on the railway wall, overlooking a
building site. Yet, this escape from removal is
only ﬂeeting and the future is precarious. Vines
overgrowing the wall and across the words
threaten to overwhelm the work in much the same way the ‘supergraphics’
have overwhelmed the architecture. In the meantime, the ground below has
been fenced oﬀ and is being readied for another construction project. While
Moody’s work may remain in place, it is likely to be hidden from view, lost
in the shadow or footprint of a new structure. Like Tipping’s Watermark,
Moody’s work is also performative. It’s not simply making a statement or
naming, there is a performance unfolding ever so slowly. Something of this
site is yet to appear and Moody’s poem seems to be calling to it.
Nearamnew (2003) is a sandblasted groundwork in Federation Square, Melbourne, that Carter describes as ‘ground writing’. There has been extensive
documentation of this work including an exhibition and a monograph.23 The
artist’s own writings about the development of this work and the collaboration with Lab architecture studio make the design and thought processes
available. As a critic and scholar, the experience of Carter’s practice is one

21 Kwon. Op.cit. p.46

22 Sally Brand, «Sebastian Moody».
Real Time √ Scan 2003. http://
www.realtimearts.net/rt57/moody.
html. Accessed January 3 2007.

SEBASTIAN MOODY
BUILT UNDER THE SUN 2003
3.5 x 27 m.
Photograph: JM John Armstrong.

23 Paul Carter, Mythform: The Making of Nearamnew at Federation
Square. Melbourne: Miegunyah
Press, 2005.
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of multiplicity that traverses visual, material and textual thinking in which
theory and practice are inﬂected in critical-practice. At the core of the work
are Nine Federal Visions that are etched and in relief across the hill-and-dale
topography of the irregularly shaped plaza. The visions arouse many histories
- Indigenous, environmental, colonial and post-colonial - associated with the
site “to place in memory many thanks that had been forgotten”.24 It sought
to lay the ground or, more appropriately open the ground, for new forms of
sociability which might arise from the thought and imagination that wandering (the peripatetic) induces.
The texts, described as ‘concrete poems’, are formed of ‘word shards’, fragments that promise no immediate comprehension, unfolding over time and
crossing other texts. There are movements within movements in Nearamnew.
The movements are not hasty but slow. The texts are cut in to, out of a composite of geometries, pathways of unﬁnished journeys, and shapes that might
be fragmenting as we read. A force moves the words and letters as they cross,
interlock, stumble over and fall across each other. A single word might stand
out from the rest. As spoken word, it could be described as a cacophony, a
convergence and collage of many voices.
Nearamnew is placed under our feet at a scale that necessitates making
time to stop so as to adopt a posture for reading (sitting, kneeling, crouching, standing). It is embedded in a public square where we can walk and,
as Carter describes, perform the work in a mixing of reading and treading.
However, also unlike the work of Tipping and Moody, this work is ‘missable’
and adds some nuance to the idea of a passing mark. Jennifer Rutherford
observes that we can easily walk over it and not notice it - if we continue to
walk, we cannot read. She likens this to Poe’s purloined letter, which hides
by being present to view,25 perhaps like history itself. While much history
is not spoken or acknowledged, this does not make it lost. The scattering of
the nine visions causes readers to ﬁnd their way, adopting postures that aren’t
natural for public space: kneeling on the ground to make out the fragments
or curiously ‘wayﬁnding’ around the visions, an important and vital concept
for Carter. We are required to navigate both the public space and the words
simultaneously – a path, a labyrinth, a promise.
Carter writes with some reverence for the aesthetic quality of the stone
and he writes of its voice and force. Patterns, as Carter says, emanate from
the stone itself rather than as print on the page. He addresses the work in
a physical language with descriptions such as “in some places the letters are
grooved into the stone. The canyons of shadow they form look like a miniature
city viewed from the sky.”26 He describes the new forms that are created when
letters and lines collide. He further states: “In this, writing was not simply
placed in public space (like signage or advertising). Rather, writing was treated
as an environmental element, encountered as one might come across a puddle,
a discolouration of rock or a ﬁeld of exposed fossil.”27

24 ibid. p.41

25 Jennifer Rutherford, «Writing the
Square: Paul Carter»s Nearamnew
and the Art of Federation». Portal.
Vol 2 No 2. 2005.4. http://epress.
lib.uts.edu.au/ojs/index.
php/portal/article/viewArticle/94.
Accessed 4 January 2007.

26 Carter. Op.cit. p.26

27 ibid. p.35

4.
William J. Mitchell describes a third layer (or wave) of public space
that remade Australian cities in the second half of the 20th century: the
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redevelopment of pragmatic and utilitarian infrastructure for the purposes of
urbanism - urban amenity, animation, proﬁteering and renewal. Around the
three artworks, the sites have been or are being remade or rendered unrecognisable (from what they were before). This is felt as a loss and necessitates some
kind of marking – marking history might be a diﬀerent action to representing
history. The artworks could be considered dis-locative or re-newed as ‘minor’28
places or histories (in the same vein as Deleuze and Guattari’s formulation
of ‘minor literature’). It seems that Nearamnew literally crosses this territory,
reterritorialising as it goes.
Carter describes public art conceived as a means to authorise the present
as “a kind of historical safety valve. Commemorating all manner of threatened
or disappeared heritage it acts as an epitaph, decently burying that heritage
in public.”29 Identity or speciﬁcity existed prior to the artwork rather than, in
part, wrought from the artwork’s presence. In the inevitable change that results
from urban development projects, public artworks transport, assimilate or
reveal some part of the ‘before’ into the ‘after’. One of the objectives of Nearamnew, according to Carter, was to contest “the cult of immaculate origins
characteristic of most foundational works of public art”.30 This contestation
is also evident in Moody’s and Tipping’s works as placemarks. To inscribe
or mark the city with imagetext presents both a challenge to, and complicity
with, the remaking, or remarking, of the city today within the broader scheme
of urbanism, architecture and urban design. As inﬂected urban space and
fabric, these works by Tipping, Moody and Carter transverse image, writing
and object and are articulate through the ‘language of things’.
In urban design, while sites are assigned (sometimes left over) for remembrance, revelation or reference (in the guise of artworks), there is rarely
any place in these developments for relic or ruin. Representation and erasure
travel hand-in-hand in some of these undertakings. The trace is not always
apparent in rehabilitation. Because of the referentiality and embeddedness
of these works to their locations or sites, they are place-bound both imaginatively and physically. They mark place through a double helix of revelation
and obfuscation, not to apprehend or confuse history. Marking is not literal.
It is a mark in passing, a passing remark.

28 Miwon Kwon. op.cit. p.46 She says
«site specific art can lead to the
unearthing of repressed histories,
provide support for greater visibility
of marginalised groups and issues,
and initiate the re(dis)covery of
≈minor∆ places so far ignored by the
dominant culture»

29 Carter, op.cit. p.18

30 ibid. p.5
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NORMANA WIGHT & ANNE KIRKER | AS IT IS & RAIN MUSIC
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AS IT IS 2005
Digital prints on 7 unbound sheets of Arches Aquarelle
paper in solander box. Each single page: 17.5 x 25 cm.
Photograph courtesy the artist.

NORMANA WIGHT & ANNE KIRKER | AS IT IS & RAIN MUSIC
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AS IT IS 2005
Digital prints on 7 unbound sheets of Arches Aquarelle
paper in solander box. Each single page: 17.5 x 25 cm.
Photograph courtesy the artist.
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AS IT IS 2005
Digital prints on 7 unbound sheets of Arches Aquarelle
paper in solander box. Each single page: 17.5 X 25 cm.
Photographs courtesy the artist.

NORMANA WIGHT & ANNE KIRKER | AS IT IS & RAIN MUSIC

RAIN MUSIC 2005
Digital print on Hahnemuhle paper.
25.3 x 50 cm.

ARTIST NOTE
The ﬁrst collaborative work, As It Is, turned out to have a ﬁne sense of barely
contained tension, that seemed to lend the ﬁnished work power, despite its
everyday subject matter. Technically, too, the sensed conﬂict between electronic, digital technology and the traditional rag-paper-in-a-solander-box
presentation, also leads to a certain paradox.
The larger work Rain Music is one of an occasional series of larger, standalone poem/prints by the same two artists; to be framed and hung on the wall,
which is itself an unexpected place for a poem.
— NORMANA WIGHT
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WADING IN THE WETLANDS
‘ You know yourself here greater than any other place’
Central Queensland boasts fringing areas of pristine waters in the Shoalwater
and Corio Bay regions, internationally signiﬁcant Ramsar listed wetlands and
freshwater creeks which meander through Byﬁeld just north of Yeppoon. The
Wetland Sonnets was a multifaceted poetry project, an idea which stemmed
from wanting to write a sensitive response to this environment and landscape
which was still very new and unfamiliar to me as a writer, having moved to
Central Queensland from Sydney only some years before. I felt it was important to cast an eye over this landscape; that I could deliver a response in
poetry which extended beyond ‘text’ on a page. The project takes the shape
of a new media poem, composed as an interactive Flash animation.
While the project may gesture romantically towards a kind of ‘literary
tourism’,1 the work is distinctively ‘bioregional’ - it responds directly to geographical, biological and cultural aspects of a ‘local’ place. Through engagement with the speciﬁcity of place, the project captures the unique and special
aspects of the Central Queensland wetland bioregion. American poet Gary
Snyder, well known advocate of bioregionalism, writes ‘place’ as an extension
and expression of environmentally sustainable relationships, while Robert
Adamson’s extended oeuvre of Hawkesbury River poems and Billy Jones’
reﬂections of Mary Smokes Creek might best be recognised as the cherished
results of simply ‘living’ place. As poet and environmentalist Pete Hay suggests: ‘To know a place one must ﬁrst know its geographical relationships’.2
The process for writing the sonnets was lengthy and detailed. Dozens
of scientiﬁc accounts which ‘deﬁned’ wetland regions, botanical guides to
local ﬂora, species guides to wetland birds,
local government reports on geological concerns, historical accounts of the region were
consulted during the research and writing process. I consulted with Woppaburra and Darumbal elders, long time residents of the area
and ﬁnally began a series of early morning ﬁeld
trips into the wetland areas just north of Yeppoon. During the ﬁeld trips I took hundreds
of digital photographs and short snippets of
ﬁlm, many of these images were later included
in the Macromedia Flash presentations of the
poems, either as stills, or, as in ‘Grasslands’ as a
ﬁlmic introduction to the piece.
In this fashion the work confronts the
‘global’ and focuses on the ‘local’. It reﬂects a journey, and is suggestive of a
stratigraphic archaeological approach to writing ‘place’. Archaeologist Michael
Shanks usefully refers to the ‘palimpsest that is landscape’, and that to decode
a site/place one must also consider the concept of ‘horizontal surface interface,
edges, moments of discontinuity when one layer becomes another3’. If we
adopt this approach to writing, the research, development and realisation of
the work becomes an increasingly three dimensional process.

1

Arlene Plevin «Know your
Place! Bioregional writing and
literary tourism» KZN Literary
Tourism, 2006. p.1 http://literarytourism.ukzn.ac.za/index.
php?option=com_content&task=v
iew&id=33&Itemid=30. Accessed
9 February 2007.

2

Pete Hay, «Writing place: unpacking an exhibition catalogue essay».
Changing Places: Re-Imagining Australia [J Cameron (ed)],
Double Bay, NSW: Longueville
Books. 2003. pp 272-285

THE GRASSLANDS 2004
Screen-shot from interactive Flash poem.
With Shaune Sinclair (web-developer).

3

Shanks, Michael, «The archaeological: modernity»s archaeology»
in Michael Shanks, Traumwerk,
2006. http://traumwerk.stanford.
edu/~mshanks/traumwerk/index.
php/The%20archaeological
Accessed 9 February 2007
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The project received funding from the Australia Council’s ‘Write in Your
Face’ program which encourages the use of language in innovative ways. The
grant program oﬀered support for multimedia/new media technologies. I’ve
called this reﬂection on the project ‘wading in’, namely because was my ﬁrst
serious exploration of ‘new media’ poetry. I had encountered the work of
American net artist and poet Jason Nelson4 (who now resides in Australia)
via Cassie Lewis’ poetry discussion list Poetry Espresso. The work impressed
me and continues to do so as very ‘organic’ new media - it often makes use of
drawing and illustration while also including some reference to the biological;
the connections to the organic and natural world are not divorced here from
the technology.
My intention with the wetlands project
was to avoid what I see as ‘beeps and bops’,
the kind of clichéd association with new media
technology by which it delivers buttons that
ping, includes robotic movement and artiﬁcial
computerised noise. The Wetland Sonnets are
about a very human and emotional involvement
with a particular landscape; the work necessitates organic ‘depth’ in terms of its presentation
via new media technologies. Viewers, readers
and audiences can almost smell the salt, hear
the curlews, and feel they are participating in a
journey through the wetlands.
During the production of the Wetland Sonnets I came to know that I had been
following intuitively a process which enables environmental writers to write
and evoke a real ‘sense of place’ – the process is known as Deep Mapping in
which writing can:
include [...] history, folklore, natural history and hearsay, the deep map
attempts to record and represent the grain and patina of place through
juxtapositions and interpenetrations of the historical and the contemporary, the political and the poetic, the discursive and the sensual; the
conflation of oral testimony, anthology, memoir, biography, natural
history and everything you might ever want to say about a place …5
In this manner writing becomes a form of ‘engaged documentary writing’6 and
as the text evokes this sense of multi-layering, the new media presentation of
the Wetland Sonnets can take this sense of engagement a step further. While
the process of deep mapping can refer directly to the processes and creation
of written work in relation to ‘place’, in the creation of new media poetries
the ‘deep map’ is inherent in the very fabric and structuring of the work – the
poetry expresses ‘physically’ across and through space, it is simultaneously
reﬂective and deep.
Cliﬀord McLucas believes the ‘deep map’ is perfectly suited to a hybrid
‘multi’-media approach, (and here we have the shift between deep mapping
as process and ‘deep map’ as creation) the ‘deep map’ will be ‘achieved by the

4

see Jason Nelson, http://www.
helizoa.com. Accessed on 4
November 2006.

SHOALWATER 2004
Screen-shot from interactive Flash poem.
With Shaune Sinclair (web-developer).

5

M. Pearson & M. Shanks, Theatre/
Archaeology, Routledge: 2001.
pp64-65. http://metamedia.stanford.edu/~mshanks/projects/
deep-mapping.html. Accessed
November 4 2006.

6

Wikipedia http://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Deep_map accessed
4/11/06
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articulation of a variety of media – they will be genuinely multimedia, not as
an aesthetic gesture of aﬀectation, but as practical necessity’.7
The ﬁnished piece is reﬂective of my attention to detail and exposes the
multilayered writing process by way of reference to map images, scientiﬁc
terminology for species, biological imagery and diagrams as well as including
natural sounds and ﬁlm footage of bird life, water and other noises encountered in wetland areas. I continue to use ‘deep mapping’ as a writing process
to not only articulate an individual connection with an often unknowable and
‘loaded’ concept such as ‘landscape’, but to provide entry points for writing.
As a poet/writer I have always been interested in exploring the expansive
concept of ‘environment’ and writing, how this relates to traditions of environmental poetics - ﬁguring natural landscape as both response and political
act. I ﬁnd myself seeking speciﬁcity in language
which evokes a sense of regionalism; in this
time of the ‘global’ environment I am trying
to write my ‘sense of place’. In turn I love the
sensuality of language, the capacity for poetry
to trigger resonances between place and self,
and the possibilities of poetry as ‘documentary’. The poets I read and return to are: Walt
Whitman, Gary Snyder, Pablo Neruda, Judith
Wright, Mary Oliver, Henry Kendall, Robert
Adamson and Anthony Lawrence. ‘Text’ is thus
at the conceptual heart of the piece, which also
seeks to reconcile and explore notions of ‘environment’ with new media technologies
The sequence is written as a traditional
verse form – the sonnet. This included variations of the form: Shakespearian,
Pertrarchan, Spenserian and other 14 line variations. The words, the craft of
the poetry, were central to the development of the piece. The Wetland Sonnets in eﬀect marries traditional poetic form with new technologies. Each
sequence has a ‘full text’ option – to provide a ‘reader’ entry into the work, as
well an audio presentation of text. Many and variable versions of the work
exist – text only, macromedia ﬂash/web based, and screen only, without audio
and interactive elements, for live performance. This is one of new media’s great
attractions – the format enables great ﬂexibility and is inﬁnitely transportable,
the Wetland Sonnets in this format has been presented in galleries, at festivals,
in theatre performance, via the web and radio, on CDROM, as well as text
on the page.
There are six sonnets in total, each capture and reﬂect on diﬀerent aspects
of wetland areas: Intertidal Zone, Hypersaline, Shoalwater, Mangrove, Grasslands and Swampland. Interestingly, ‘Shoalwater’ has been sought out by the
local Shoalwater Wilderness Awareness Group8 for inclusion on their website
in anticipation of the US Military Operation ‘Talisman Sabre’ at Shoalwater
Bay in June 2007, in this case the project has realised its bioregional political
potential, in focusing on place it has contributed to the dialogue on the merits
of the natural environment in both physical and imagined space.

7

Clifford McLucas «Deep Mapping»,
Michael Shanks Traumwerk,
2006. http://traumwerk.stanford.
edu:3455/MichaelShanks/886.
Accessed 9/2/07

WETLAND SONNETS 2004
Screen-shot from home-page
of interactive Flash poem.
With Shaune Sinclair (web-developer).

8

Shoalwater Bay Awareness
Group, 2007, http://www.shoalwaterbay.org/index.php. Accessed
on 9 February 2007.
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‘Intertidal Zone’ reﬂects a narrative and photographic journey and is a
slide show of images with voice and text, while others such as ‘Mangrove’
introduce greater interactivity – a web based presentation of the piece will
allow viewers to alter photographs by use of a mouse, and to slide the camera
angle. Talented web developer Shaune Sinclair assisted with the realisation
of many of these conceptual designs.
Some of the challenges I faced involved the sheer complexity of the project.
New media work requires an intense level of engagement, a deep level of
commitment and time available to realise the original vision. There were some
technical issues with regards to broadcasting a suitable quality of ‘voice’ over
the internet, and for a suitable resting place for the ﬁnal work…….in the
end, after submitting it to several national new media poetry awards, I have
posted it on my webpage www.kristinhannaford.com. Why not take a wade
in the wetlands?
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MANGROVES 2004
Screen-shot from interactive Flash poem.
With Shaune Sinclair (web-developer).
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REVERIEPUBLIC.

a Chance Control
Patrick Jones

PUBLIC FRUIT

1

George Orwell, Shooting an Elephant,
from th chapter ‘Politics and the English Language’, 1950

“ The great enemy of clear language is insincerity."

Johanna Drucker, The Century of Artist’s Books, from th chapter
‘Conceptualising the Book: Precedents, Poetics, Philosophy’, Granary
Books, New York City, Second Edition 2004

“ The kernel of Blake’s thought was the valuation of imagination above
all, with the corollary belief that each individual’s vision was innate
and original and that to submit all creatures – human or animal – to
uniform laws was oppressive and spirit crushing.”

2

2 The Tenth Muse, Martin Harrison, Who wants to create Australia?
Halstead Press, Sydney, 2004. [page 23]

But, rather than pitch resistance against convention (economy and
conciseness) in poetry, I want to see at what point, if any, th relationship
between control and chance, in th construction of a text, allows poetry a
closer relationship with th world; a text, which is active in th world, and
possibly, a poem, that is of th world.

This procedure, with all eight books, automates part of th text for th
experiment. After each selection is made in this way, automatic response
lines are written bridging th chance lines. I am no longer in an
environment of control and economy, but of partial control, partial
chance and partial sleeplessness.

A pile of books lies beside my bed. I look at th books neatly. I close my
eyes. Eight books neatly piled. They are all books. Dry wood and glue
with marks of black ink on th surface of th pages. My eyes. Each book
carefully selected. Piled in a neat stack beside me. Th books. I quietly
panic at having to read them. I roll over reaching out. Outstretched
arms, hands page at random. I am pointing with my finger. Looking
down. Pointing onto an arbitrarily opened page. I write down what I see
at th end of my skin.

FIRST PROCEDURE – CHOOSING TH TEXT CHOOSING ITSELF

In isolation, both have th capacity to militarise their subjects through
conformist or radical agendas. But, when convention and resistance
work together, what happens to th text; what do we see, what do we
hear and what do we mean?

In outlining this experiment I have made th presumption that convention
works by alienating a thing from other things, while resistance works by
reacting to things that are given or established, and in th process
becoming self-righteous, sometimes fundamentalist.

3

1 Existenzphilosophie, Jaspers, Existentialism from Dostoevsky to
Sartre, Selected and Introduced by Walter Kaufman, First printing,
WPC 1956, Plume/Penguin Group, 2004. [page 187]

What follows is an experiment set up to take a brief and undemocratic
look at both convention and resistance in language, especially in a
material sense in relation to poetry.

10 A thought suggested by That which is possible, a project by Esther
Buder and Jason Workman, Central Victoria, Feb–March 2005. Esp.
re: “Accessible roadside plum tree on quiet road.” AF 1.3 That which
is possible

9 Light: The Principals and Experiments, George S. Monk, Dover
Publications, New York, New York, second edition 1963. [page 235]

8 After a conversation with Geoffrey Baxter at Reverie Books,
Trentham, Central Victoria April 2005. Esp. re: Geoffrey’s issue with
resistance & his analogy of fine writing being like a finely polished
pane of glass in which there is no hindrance/resistance for th eye to
peer through.

7 Myth Today, Roland Barthes, Mythologies, (translated from the 1957
French first edition by Annette Lavers), Vintage, 2000. [page 133]

6 The Twenty-Seventh City, Jonathan Franzen, Fourth Estate, Australia,
2003. [page 237]

5 The Ecology of Sewage, Tim Low, The New Nature, Penguin Books,
Australia, 2002. [page 73]

4 The Poet Assassinated, Apollinaire, first pub. in French in 1916
(translated from th French by Ron Padgett), Carcanet, Manchester,
1985. [page 39]
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3 Side Riding, Charles Alexander, Hopeful Buildings, Chax Press,
Tucson, 1990. [page 61]

TEXT SOURCES

INTRODUCTION

Hence, th essentialist ambitions of poetry, th conviction that it alone
catches th thing itself, inasmuch, precisely, as it wants to be an antilanguage.[7] We may ask, how clean is th glass we’re looking through &
what is resistance anyway?[8] This ideal surface (can)not reflect at all[9]
th properties of revelation we’ve come to expect. Science experiments
to god, whereas literature, including religion, can be seen as an act of
public fruit left to blet.[10]

We must, then, immediately deal with & heal ourselves of this poetic
cancer which is gnawing at humanity.[4] But, what Tograth doesn’t
anticipate, is that human wastes were playing an ecological role many
thousands of years ago,[5] & cancer has not always had a bad name, not
at least, towards th more modern end of th sexist spectrum.[6] In this
way authenticity poetics are over-exerted, & we begin th millennium
with specifically calculated ideals of ourselves.

He stands under a large rock. Hummingbirds require many flowers to
support their lives. [How many poems are dictated by th width of th
page?]. Th mating aerial dance began weeks ago. She finds solace in th
natural world.[3] So careful are we to see truth, we invent it & buildings
to prove it. Th agro-chemist, Horace (pho) Tograth, published in
Adelaide’s The Voice, nearly one hundred years ago (in French), th
following realisation:

5

Poems are things & every poem reckons with th question of inauthenticity & displacement in its own utterance & writing;[2] th writer
writes th god, etc. These lines of partial c~h~a~n~c~e proceed like
many others, like many other things.

In Christianity poetry, th opposition between reason & non-reason
developed as struggle between reason and faith.[1] Some say god is
found only in art, science & religion, & not necessarily in plums.

FIRST RESULT
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Every letter is subjected to a new font-size determined by chance. There
is no regulation standard issue, but a scale of size representing a
modicum of diversity offered within th environment of my apple.
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Two dice are thrown onto a table.

Th Mcluhans. Warned us. Against. Type. Lining up like
soldiers. Across th page.

Th Greeks. Warned us. Against. Writing. Anything. Down.

SECOND PROCEDURE
TH ENVIRONMENT IS ALTERED ACCORDING TO SIZE
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This time only one die is thrown onto a table. Each letter is subjected to
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Having said this, what has become decisive as a result of this
experiment, is how art constantly works between convention and
radicalism so that these two things together become a mode of operation
for th creative act, linking us to th past and throwing us forward into th
future. Perhaps, this is why when we make art, in any age, we also ask
what is art?

Patently, this work makes homage to John Cage and his ideas regarding
chance and anarchy (in th philosophical, non-revolutionary sense), and,
more generally, his writings on poetics. In th spirit of Cage, there is an
attempt here to emphasize questions raised by th experiment.

Th outline to these procedures of arbitrary finger pointing and dice
throwing is set up by literature, however th outcomes are determined by
th natural world. This process questions th degree by which ‘art is a
skill as opposed to nature’ (OED). This example of dualism is indicative
of how convention frames th way in which we go about th world; th
way it separates one thing from another, th way we make art, th way we
read and hear poetry.

15

In this last phase the work suggests a text-sound response, a song, an
automatic performance for its reading, where type-size, weight and
effect activate the voice, locating it deep within the material. If all
literature is by nature ‘intermedia’, then every aspect of th poem – th
spatial, th material, th sonic and th syntactic – need care, even if it’s just
by providing th space, and not necessarily filling it.

With th completion of this third procedure, th text is truly obscured and
riddled with resistance for th eye and ear. Erica Van Horn and Simon
Cutts might call this workfortheeyetodo.

AFTERWORDS

Revised edition prepared for The Material Poem November 2006.

This work was originally produced for and first presented at The 2005 Sydney Poetry Seminar,
University of Technology, Sydney, May 2005, as part of The Sydney Writer’s Festival.Thanks to
Geoffrey Baxter, Esther Buder, Kate Fagan, Michael Farrell, Martin Harrison, Steve Lagerwey,
Peter Minter, Mel Ogden, Peter O’Mara, Ian Robertson and Jason Workman.
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SHE IS NOT ON THE INTERNET 2006
Employs some computer-processing of the text, using programs developed by David
Worrall as part of the Sonic Communications Research Group, University of Canberra,
Verbal Interactivity Project. Forthcoming in The Erotics of Geography (Tinfish Press).

HAZEL SMITH | PAGE, SOUND & SCREEN

MINI-HISTORIES
the days were uncertain
but she felt at home
in moments of unease
once you learn how to live your life
he said
it’s nearly over
statistics were fun
but did the sounds add up?
families cracked
then started to assume
a stuttering importance
some had children
others closed their wombs
ﬁgures strayed
and wrecked
the calculated sequence
criticism was a riﬀ
always deafening
there were no victors
but there were votes
the thud of counting
the pulse of the earth’s a-synchronicity
the manic choreography of births
weddings which took
the form of disconnected journeys
those that were victimized sometimes
believed that they were privileged
but those that were privileged
always wailed that they were victims
the earth boiled over
poetry cooled down
meanwhile the dancer wearing L plates
fumbles with the tango
p.
15
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the most potent mathematics he said
is the most unorthodox
the biggest challenge remained
the self-absorption of others
the vast uncaring of the world
and yet the misery that she saw
also swept her up in sorrow
writing prevailed
though intermittently
the poem was already palpable
but there were no words
to breath shape into it
language kept changing job descriptions
she had never learnt how to be gently assertive
and this meant that she oscillated
from being too quiet to being too bold
she became intimate with
the groping hands of failure
love was archaeological
but also self-seeded
there were those who scowled continuously
because they didn’t like optimism
there were those who claimed to
understand her but didn’t
she remembered the mother
who under pressure
gave up her child for adoption
she remembered her anxiety
each time she thought of it
sometimes she relied on friends to tell of her beginnings
sometimes she believed her early years were ﬁctions
continents passed her by
and suddenly big distances seemed very little
illness stayed far away but threatened
p.
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in the cupboard was all the music
she had played
and many more forgotten pieces
traumatised and weeping
it was a question of
itinerant desires
but also fear of travel
someone said it was unAustralian
but it wasn’t European either
she disliked materialism
but she never understood
what people meant by spirituality
work nourished
but followed her too often and too closely
like the misery of moral prohibition
with age memory became amnesiac
and everything started to reverse
she knew that she must learn
to welcome the faded and disabled
she also knew that
the autobiographical is cyclic
she had so many future pleasures to perform
and death disgusted her
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soundAFFECTS | 2003
Screen-shots. With Roger Dean and Anne
Brewster. Performer: Roger Dean (real-time
computer-interactive image manipulation and sound
performance). Icon links to separate website.

soundAFFECTS
This piece is based on extracts from a longer text, AFFECTions: friendship,
community, bodies, by Anne Brewster and Hazel Smith, which can be found
at http://www.griﬃth.edu.au/school/art/text/oct03/brewstersmith.htm. AFFECTions is a ﬁctocritical text which combines creative and critical writing,
and mixes poetry, narrative, theory and quotation. It draws on ideas about
aﬀect and emotion from both cultural theory and cognitive psychology. In
soundAFFECTs, image and sound share, at least partly, the same data and
algorithmic processes. For the piece Roger Dean programmed a performing interface using the real-time image-processing program Jitter; he also
programmed a performing interface in MAX/MSP to enable algorithmic
generation of the sound. Text becomes image and the texts are stretched,
multiplied, compressed and overwritten. The sound involves the genre known
as noise: this means that the sound changes, but in accordance with relative
distribution of energy in the frequencies, rather than abrupt transitions of
pitches and ‘notes’. This Quicktime movie captures only one realisation of the
piece, which will be diﬀerent on every occasion on which it is performed.
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THE SPACE OF HISTORY | 2004
Audio recording of performance, MP3
file, 9'19. With Roger Dean. Performers:
Roger Dean (computer), Hazel Smith
(text) and Greg White (computer). Sound
Engineer: Greg White.

THE SPACE OF HISTORY
the space of history is written for live performance and starts with an unaccompanied monologue by Hazel Smith during which her voice is ‘captured’
in real-time by Roger Dean and Greg White. After the monologue, Hazel
leaves the performance space, which is then ﬁlled with her sampled and processed voice. The piece engages with the problematic relationship between
performer and audience, and also the way they react in the performance space.
the space of history focuses on a putative ‘terrorist’ attack to examine the audience/performer relationship and encourage the audience towards creative
listening. But at the same time it uses the audience/performer relationship to
problematise notions of terrorism, freedom and power. The sound manipulation, which is improvised in performance, creates multiple strands spatialised
in three dimensions; components of the spatial ﬂux this entails are apparent
even in the stereo rendering.
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�������������������������������������������������������������������������������
������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
meanwhile ma

having
renounced nothing
except Joe King

�������������

& having pronounced
mummiﬁcation is what

the two

�

ladies administer

is

as

��

mw.t

pronounced

������

as you 2 too

make way for the mutant
earmarked

�� h. m …

an�INCARNATION

mute
wonder

ON THE WAY 2

overtook them

Will you look at

What

this

����������Here

alone

we’re giving away

nothing
����
So the truth hole does

have something in it
�������
���������������������������������

am

�����������

really

am

�����������

if you really
want to lose

wait you must

go
enter the

no

area

�������������������������������������������������������������������

comeback
specialists

will show you

the way
if you

don’t STAY

familiar
becomes familiar

Well, these ����������

��������������������������������������������������������

I am the entrance
& the exit sign

����������������������������������� ���������
that
����������������������������������������������������������
eh sunshine?

�
�
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A GLYPH GLOSSARY

� Erect cobra, has no phonetic value. Used as a silent determinative in Íar.t,

the word for “uraeus”, and in the names of some goddesses. When mounted
on a basket, refers speciﬁcally to Wadjet (wAD.t), the cobra-goddess.

�

ÍnÍ or inny (verb), to fetch, get or use.

�� zA ra(.w) or sa-ra-oo (direct genitive), Son of Ra, one of Pharaoh’s ﬁve
oﬃcial titles. Phonetic work is split between the pintail duck (sa, son) and
the sun disk (ra(.w), Ra).

�
��� Ít(f) or it-ef or it-if – or it, since after a time the ef seems not to have

been pronounced – (noun), father. Phonetic work is distributed between the
ﬂowering reed (i), the loaf of bread (t) and possibly the horned viper (f ), with
the kneeling ﬁgure acting as a silent determinative, indicating (a) that this is
where the word ends and (b) that it refers to a male human. Though Ítf is its
full form, the word also commonly appears as ÍtÍ (itty) and tf (tef), or their
hieroglyphic equivalents.

�
� � AzÍr or oh-sir or arse-ear (noun), Osiris, literally seat [� Az, arse] of

the eye [� Ír, ear] (of the sun). The ﬁrst two glyphs do the phonetic work.
The seated ﬁgure is a determinative, indicating a male god.

�
� � Az.t or oh-set or ah-sit (noun), Isis, literally place, seat or throne. The

glyph shown here and above [� Az, arse] illustrates the portable version of
the throne (there was also a stepped version). The loaf of bread [� t] marks
the noun, the throne in this case, as feminine, as does the determinative, a
seated female ﬁgure.

�� pA or pa (nominal demonstrative), this or the. Also (verb) to do in the

past, or with past meaning.

� Ideogram for wDA.t or wedjat, a word meaning “whole”, or “Sound Eye of

Horus”. Also used as a determinative in the full spelling of the word. Sometimes called the Udjat Eye. “According to mythology,” according to James
P. Allen, “Horus’ eye had been torn out by Seth, but was put back together
by Thoth [Djehuty].” Allen also points out that in the hieroglyphic system,
individual pieces of this eye were used to express numerical fractions like a
half, a quarter and so on, down to one sixty-fourth.

� Ideogram for nb.ty or nebti, The Two Ladies, another of Pharaoh’s oﬃcial

titles, worn on his or her crown. As protector or defender of Ra, Pharaoh embodies the conjoined forces of Nekhbet (nxbt) the vulture-goddess, protective
deity of Upper Egypt, and Wadjet (wADt) the cobra-goddess, protective deity
of Lower Egypt. But as Son of Ra and incarnation of the falcon god Horus,
Pharaoh is protected or defended by them.
p.
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��� mAA or ma (verb) to see, or see to; to look on or regard. Depending
on context, can indicate the inﬁnitive or the equivalent of the English gerund
(seeing, seeing to; looking on, regarding).

� Ideogram for bit (bit, bee, honey) and for bit.y (bitty), part of Pharaoh’s

oﬃcial nzw.t bit.y (ness-soo-et bitty) title, usually translated King of Upper
and Lower Egypt, but meaning literally “He of the sedge who belongs to
the bee”.

�
�� mw.t (noun) mother. In this word, the vulture glyph does all the es-

sential phonetic work: when not in her basket as the goddess Nekhbet, the
vulture becomes a triliteral “pronounced / moo it”, more or less. It’s backed up,
however, by the uniliteral loaf of bread, which acts as a phonetic complement
conﬁrming the ﬁnal t. To add a t in ancient Egyptian is to feminise a word,
something also done by the determinative, a seated female ﬁgure. The vulture
does phonetic work in other words too, not necessarily related to mothers, but
vultures are caring and diligent mothers (so the Egyptians noticed), so that in
this context at least, the glyph also functions as an ideogram.

�� Hm or hmm or hem or hum (noun), incarnation – though older texts sometimes

translate it as “majesty”. The fuller’s club (a biliteral) does all the phonetic work.
The falcon on its perch is a determinative, indicating divinity. Pharaoh, whose
other oﬃcial titles were Horus and The Golden Horus (possibly the aspect of
Horus victorious over Seth), was considered the “incarnation” of the falcon
god Horus, son of Isis and her brother Osiris.
Sources consulted: James P. Allen, Middle Egyptian and Raymond O. Faulkner,
A Concise Dictionary of Middle Egyptian. Misinterpretations, misunderstandings
and mispronunciations are entirely my own.
— CHRIS EDWARDS, 2007
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RUARK LEWIS | BANALITIES, ET CETERA
BANALITIES FOR
THE PERFECT HOUSE 2005
Installation and performance,
Performance Space, Sydney.
Duration: 60'. With Rainer Linz.
Photograph: Ryan Leech.

banalities for the perfect house 1. arbitration makes slim pickings 2. the best parts are mostly
left to last 3. stodge belittles starchy foods 4. A van below the motorway wears you down 5. to
swim around 6. one, two, three, four, ﬁve, six are convincing cracks between the rocks 7. angular
sightings deliver ﬁlms 8. a female of the species 9. your letter to bananas 10a. trees conceal small
books 10b. her extended lips against the glass 11. a pedant nut is formed by fourths 12. well
dressed and bathed he leaves the house 13. excited like an animal 14a. the wicked smashing
of the trees 14b. to mediate against philosophers 14c. is the source of stories 15a. nong 15b.
kunt 15c. without the tools of negotiation the workers are condemned 16. the nature of the
swing has caused the motion 17. a phenomena is massaged by oil 18. is a comfort in distress
19. the principle of universities is formed with money 20. the left hand and the dumb 21. he
has nous for rooms 22. she had nous for knitting 23. united in the union of the students 24. a
crossing of the ﬂoor is no longer possible.
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BANALITIES FOR THE PERFECT HOUSE 2005
Installation and performance, Performance Space, Sydney.
Duration: 60'. With Rainer Linz. Photograph: Ryan Leech.

RUARK LEWIS | BANALITIES, ET CETERA
BANALITIES FOR
THE TIMES 1 2005
Installation and performance,
Performance Space, Sydney.
With Rainer Linz.
Photograph: Ryan Leech.

banalities for the times 1. nineteen minutes past seven 2. seven
thirty one 3. seven thirty two 4a. seven forty ﬁve or, 4b. a quarter
to eight 5. eight ﬁfty eight 6. ﬁve ﬁfty three p.m 7. at six minutes
past six 8. twelve midnight 9. quarter past twelve 10. one sixteen
11. twenty past one 12. one twenty two 13. eleven minutes past
eleven 14. twelve past twelve 15. half past six 16. quarter to seven
17. quarter to eight 18. a minute past midnight 19. eleven eighteen 20. eleven ﬁfty 21. its thirteen past twelve 22. ten thirty seven
a.m 23. it is now twelve o’clock 24. eight minutes past twelve 25.
six minute to nine 26. nineteen to nine.

p.
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BANALITIES FOR THE MANDALA 2005
Detail. Installation and performance,
Performance Space, Sydney.
With Rainer Linz. Photograph: Ryan Leech.

RUARK LEWIS | BANALITIES, ET CETERA

BANALITIES FOR
THE BARRICADES 2005
Details. Installation with performance, G&A
Studios, Sydney. Photographs: Ryan Leech.

BANALITIES FOR THE BARRICADES
CAPITALOPARLIAMENTARIANISMR
EFUGEEILANDHERETHENEWYOUBE
AUTFIVEPOINTLABOURCONTRACT
SAILSSIGHTEDREDASPACEBETWEE
NBUYSTOPWATCHESANONONOTICE
EIGHTYTHREECENTSINTHEDOLL
AROFAFATEFULMISTAKEISEEABL
EAKERWORLDFORCRICKETANDFORGA
LLIPOLITHEPRAGMATICSOFELECTO
RALPOLITICSISJONNYUPTHELADD
ERWIRINGDIAGONALETHNICMOTIONS
MONEYMONEYMONEYHEYBOYO
POSTSUNSHINESAILSSIGHTEDRED
NOSTALGICMONOCULTUREONEMINU
TEOFSILENCEANACTIONWITHOUTW
ORDSSOULSFORESKINHEADSINFI
NITYPARADISETHEDEAFEAROFO
PERAOILFORTHISOCCASSIONIWAS
HMYHANDSOFITICHWASCHEMEINE
HANDEINUNCHULDSCHEVELGENDI
AMNOTWHATISEEMDETOURFROMTH
EGAZERADICULOPATHOLOGYFOUR
MORECOMPLETEDPOEMSPERFECTF
URNITURECURLCURLCULTUREALL
WORKMAKESJACKADULLBOYCAPIT
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RUARK LEWIS | BANALITIES, ET CETERA
BANALITIES FOR BABEL 2005
Installation, MOP Projects, Sydney.
With Rainer Linz (audio).
Photograph: Ryan Leech.

banalities for babel 1. a still road is littered with the bodies of a hundred 2. was burdened with
the weight of down 3. his drunken joy was volatile 4. the winds sift through the grasses on
the dunes 5. a foul air penetrates the soul 6. he steers his punt against the lyric poets 7. it sped
and jumped the tracks to cross the distance very fast 8. he disappeared in thin air 9. across the
city’s frozen water he could hear the voices 10. where the folded ribbon remains a warning 11.
a snake is mostly mis-understood 12. in their music the sound of water is almost audible 13.
he was stationed in the army of the senses 14. why gather momentum? 15. the rat has solved
the problem of the hole 16. to ﬁnd a dollar is sometimes harder than we think 17. perfume is
a sense of place 18. S-shaped for an hour from one place to another 19. the brown bird built a
temple in the nest 20. a sport of water 21. the waxy substances that form a soap make bubbles
22. the meeting of the battled union generates more than noise 23. orchestras are not cricket
teams 24. when the corpse speaks from his bed the grave is empty.
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BANALITIES FOR BABEL 2005
Installation, MOP Projects, Sydney.
With Rainer Linz (audio). Photographs: Ryan Leech.

RUARK LEWIS | BANALITIES, ET CETERA

banalities for the napoleon 3. arbitration
makes great sense 9. mending the parts of
holes that leave nothing till the end 10. to
send the food to friends 11. a van unbeknown
13. and enter in the swim of things 16. the
nature of the rock 19. ﬁlm is shot at angles 20.
and speaking all the time 21. united let us ﬂy
22. the key is in the trees where books are concerned 25. dissolves her lips against the glass
27. nothing higher nothing lower 29. forms
four times exactly what they are 31. they bathe
and leave the trees undressed 32. the animal
is criminal 35. a broken zodiac 37. to mediate
to mediate 39. in time the memory of a child
returns 40. the egyptian is a bird 43. the book
is nong 46. the sting is kunt 48. because of
greed the worker is condemned 49. ﬂick ﬂack
swings song tools the cause of motion 50. deep
ends of oil smoothes out phenomena 51. in
comfort and distress.

BANALITIES FOR THE PERFECT HOUSE & NAPOLEON 2007
Installation, SLOT 38 Regent Street, Redfern. 7 x 4.01 m.
Photograph: Alex Wisser.

TRANSCRIPTIONS FOR THE PERFECT PLACE 2006
Installation, drawings and audio constructions,
Museum of Contemporary Art, Sydney √ Biennale of Sydney.
Room dimensions: 10 x 6.6 m.
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and more grotesque and cavernous than the leap of natives that surrounded
him due to the hostile attitudes of the missionaries the new species found in
Blood Range - that Giles had traversed twice to Terrible Billy at Elder’s Creek to
The Gorge of Yarns from where water lay and a solitary eagle perched upon it’s
rock where the whole horse could go down and it was from here that they found
Mount Tillianakis and burned the land and on the subject of the natives these
devilish natives that went cooey I went cooey and a thick triodia for the brute
200 pounds of ﬂour that he carried the fair maid of Perth and nuggetty-black
and Darkie the four-gallons of smokey hoarse and each carted a rug and beard
for fairly close to the sands these trees that where very handsome with round
ambiguous tops and the ants troubled me that night when Mount Destruction
frowned on us and was more or less desirable the very poor quality of European
names for a planet like EREPO-PHILA SCO-PARIA is somewhat concerned with
ﬁnding a reliable authority at ﬁfty miles the distance from the source I reached
to ﬁnd the feet of that most monstrous animal this unfortunate prisoner worked
for human hopes and aspirations in the furthest water I have drowned having
never met such unknown features on this planet – I vainly hope to plough the
water of an inland sea, but my narrative is a tale of suffering – now imprisoned
in a water-trap of maps – that I could dream to halt the sunset where no parallel exists on earth he has discovered in the mouths of rivers the cockle shell of
little ships beside the sunken edge of coral this terra incognita this unfortunate
prisoner all the apparatus necessary – thermometer, barometer, compass, ﬁeld
glasses, quart pot water-bag, and matches I was going to the east to get to the
west at last after this I sit in the shade of the trees reﬂecting on the precariousness of my present situation and think it highly probable that I should die
of hunger or of thirst long before anyone could possibly arrive I stagger under
the weight of ﬁfty pounds I have only fourteen matches – I digest all the points
of my situation for to drink is to die lost all consciousness and couldn’t tell
whether one day or two or three days had passed in this April ivory moonlight
of footfalls galloping going camp-wards the vague idea of Gibson on the fair
maid she without him entered my head I stood up and listened I could hardly
move I suffered I stepped over the bridge I asked him I could see I knew I was
prepared for the sounds I heard He said he planted some smoke and marked a
tree 96 to 98 today not only 90 at seven o’clock This afternoon was cloudy and
the sprinkling of the rain before the daylight - made this restless native quite
difﬁcult to trace - the surface of that sandy waste by making things wet and
clammy we had trouble following both Gibson’s track He lost himself and now
he’s dead and sheds a gloom upon the spirit - in this fearful place no man can
stay alive nor is this state of anxiety formed by steering with a compass - on
my left instead of on my right on the 6th of May and those difﬁcult sand hills
the main line of tracks instead of going east he went south when every hope
and wish I had was to go in exactly the opposite direction the water ceased to
appear in its bed my horse’s nose almost touched his back I was a cynosure
of a myriad of eyes the natives stood upon the edge of the rocks like statues
I was metaphorically transﬁxed to the spot I was choking with thirst but still
I traversed a region previously unexplored - may well I continue my narrative
to the close dreams between sleeping and waking passes swiftly through my
brain and lonely sleep real dreams, sweet, and fanciful, and bright
p.
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A MIS-READING OF AUSTRALIAN HISTORY 2006
from Transcriptions for the Perfect Place.
Original installation text.
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FALSE NARRATIVES 2005
Performance, Die Schchtel, Milan.
Photographs: Ryan Leech.
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FALSE NARRATIVES 2005
Performance, Die Schchtel, Milan.
Photographs: Ryan Leech.
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BALANCE LIFE ON A BLADE OF GRASS 2002-03
Lambda print, each 90 x 90 cm.

BOY AM I SCARED 2003
Lambda print, each 90 x 90 cm.
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WHAT AN ADDITION TO COMPANY 2003
Lambda print, each 90 x 90 cm.
Text from Nohow On by Samuel Beckett.

HOW AM I SUPPOSED TO FEEL 2002-03
Lambda print, each 90 x 90 cm.
Text from On the Mountain by Thomas Bernhard with
one change, replacing October with September
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THINKTHANK 2003
Performance at Paul Greenaway Art Gallery, Adelaide.
Lambda print, 49 x 73 cm.

HAPPINESS IS
THE VEHICLE OF
REVOLUTION 2003
Gouache and acrylic
black board paint on
Belgian linen, 80 x 50 cm
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HAPPINESS 2003
Gouache and acrylic black board paint on
plywood panels, 2.7 x 2.4 m.

THINKTHANK 2003
Performance at Paul Greenaway Art Gallery,
Adelaide. Lambda prints, 73 x 49 cm.
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THANK 2003
Gouache, acrylic black board paint on
Belgian linen, 100 x 100 cm.
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from THINKTHANK 2003
Gouache, chalk and acrylic black board
paint on canvas, 100 x 100 cm.
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from the series FOURTEEN 2004
Black board paint on paper bags. Individual paper
bag size 24 x 39 cm, each set 48 x 273 cm.

FRANZ EHMANN | PAINTING, WORDS, PERFORMANCE
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BREAKING THROUGH SILENCE 2003
Gouache and acrylic black board paint on paper. 86 x 504 cm.

p.
1

SPEAKING THE WORLD INTO EXISTENCE (EVIDENCE) 2004
Office desk, wash basin, milk, pigmented wax and works on paper, various sizes.
Installed at Institute of Modern Art, Brisbane.

FRANZ EHMANN | PAINTING, WORDS, PERFORMANCE
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SPEAKING THE WORLD INTO EXISTENCE 2005
Gouache and acrylic black board paint on paper, single-channel projection,
newsprint and other media. Installed at Institute of Modern Art, Brisbane.
Photographs: Carl Warner.
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SPEAKING THE WORLD INTO EXISTENCE 2005
Gouache and acrylic black board paint on paper, newsprint, beeswax and
various sources of food. Installed at Institute of Modern Art, Brisbane.
Photographs: Carl Warner.
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LINDA MARIE WALKER | SAMPLED POEMS

‘PS YOU ’
There’s a ticking behind my bed
chewing perhaps –
yet a steady beat
tick tick tick tick
tight as a drum
‘It’s a durable beast’ the cockroach
I saw one in Famagusta in 2002
four inches long
looking at me
summing up my
nooks and crannies
No, it’s not a ‘cockie sentinel’
It’s a solitary lost ‘supella longipalpa’
Loving the paste of my ﬂoral wallpaper
(I imagine you here listening with me)
(A good cockroach story is beautiful –
like a stone)
I’m longing to walk, so now
I will – I’ll buy you a rabbit to eat
But ﬁrst – the cockroach is a rambling rose
Like the music of Gavin Bryars
(I bought you a rabbit
a silvery grey one
in eight bits
I’ll cook it with oranges
and potatoes
and ginger)
– drops of rain
– the cat sucks my shirt
– the boys rev their car till it breaks
‘Cockroaches don’t need a lot to eat.’
‘They eat dried milk from the lips of
Sleeping babies ... About the only thing
A cockroach won’t eat is green cucumber ...
[It] gives them wind’
It’s their feelers that repel me
p.
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Waving around in the air
Outwitting my reading of ‘Jack Radar’
Who’s never mentioned their need for touch
(This is a condition called thigmotaxis)
(That’s why they’ll crawl inside your ear)
(I had this terrible and timid thought last night,
Just as I turned out the light, that I would like
Nothing more than to treat you with the gentle
Sexuality you deserve – I saw you close
Your eyes and safely rest.)
I’ve bathed in rose salts
and painted my lips pink
I’m expecting you or
something of you – your voice, perhaps
I’m ready
the rain has set-in
I’m soaking the rabbit in spices –
We’ll eat rabbit
you and me
and seal us
to our death
(Yes, your ears can hear me
and you may throw up
if I disgust you
but please don’t say in
a month of Sundays
that you knew me ‘well’)
“The ear is the most tendered and most open organ”**
What does the cockroach want with your ear –
your mouth?
I heard you say ‘at bottom’
I’m sure that’s what you called me –
me with small ears ‘at bottom’
(‘“I have small ears and this is of no small interest to [men].”’)
Perhaps you’ve left without me
and I’m recovering quickly
and forever more and sensing
winter in the low grey sky
(and thinking you’ll arrive)
p.
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Oh, you haven’t caught my drift
and you’re only hours away
and I’ve fallen out again
take a deep breath
Ok (ok) I surrender, there’s no excuse –
in Clarice’s room the cockroach
was jammed in the wardrobe door
(this is one cockroach I’ve known for years)
“In the presence of the cockroach [writes Clarice],
I was now able to see to far-oﬀ Damascus, the
oldest city on earth ... the cockroach
is edible like a lobster ... The cockroach
is a vast darkness walking ...”*
The cockroach was cut in half by the door, undead
And oozing a “yellowed white mass”*
I’m going to tell you that I love you, because
now I know what I didn’t know then –
that you loved me
I hear that now
Clarice writes: “Then what, in pity for myself,
I didn’t want to think, then, I thought.”*
She thought to eat the cockroach ‘mass’
and she vomits
and she’s dizzy
and she does it
“... and then I began to spit ...
... I spit myself out ...”*
She does it knowing “something had happened”*
like not hearing
like hearing wrong
and then, too late,
hearing slowly
hearing the heart

p.
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I give you this cockroach vow, an eating gift, a recipe: Thigmotaxis Rabbit
Mix together these crushed seeds: ten juniper, ten pimento,
Ten black pepper; add one tablespoon of cumin seeds and
One teaspoon of vegetable salt, three tablespoons of
Chopped ginger, and the juice of two oranges;
Add one rabbit cut into pieces and marinate for up to eight
Hours; then slowly cook the lot in a pan on top of the stove for
Two or three hours; add two big potatoes cut into smallish pieces;
Add some thinly sliced red cabbage for half an hour at the end;
Then two minutes before turning oﬀ the heat add baby spinach;
Serve with fruit chutney.
Ps. “The ear does not answer.”**
Pss. “... life is divided into qualities and species, and the law is
That cockroaches will be loved and eaten by other cockroaches; and
That a woman, at the moment of her love for a man, that woman is
Experiencing her own species.”

Notes The quotations in single quote marks come from: Mike Safe, ’We
Know Where You Live’, in The Weekend Australian Magazine, Sydney, February
21-22, 2004: pp. 26-29; the quotations in double quote marks come from:
Clarice Lispector, The Passion According To G.H., trans. Ronald W. Sousa, University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis, 1988: pp. 105-163; the quotations
followed by ** are from: Jacques Derrida, The Ear Of The Other, trans. Peggy
Kamuf & Avital Ronell, Schocken Books, NY, 1985: p. 35 & 33.
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‘ THE COUNTING’
Silent
People
Creep
From
Cars
On
A
Cool
Summer
Afternoon
And

Head
For
The
Brown
Coﬃn
Gladly
Doing
This
Countless
Counting
In

Towns
And
Cities
While
Slipping
Bright
Red
Roses
Into
The
Wreaths

‘SOLO TREE’
Coltrane played very long moving novels
That “ ... sounded a lot like he was crying ...
His solos followed the local steamer’s
Route, but between each town he jetted
Oﬀ to visit neighbouring towns ...”*
one white evening star
ﬂoating low

*

Paul F. Berliner, Thinking In Jazz:
The Infinite Art Of Improvisation,
The University of Chicago Press,
Chicago & London, 1994. p. 129
(quotation slightly changed)

tongue loose silences
running down the night
god playing

p.
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‘ TRUTH IN WAY ’
call it revenge call it what you want
A human skull sits on a table
it’s pearly white
‘call it revenge’
I’d better start eating soon
Or the whopping great heap of
shoes and bags and hats
and teeth and eyes and hair
and sweet marrow and chiﬀon skin
will go oﬀ in the heat
I’ll make my way quickly to the middle –
No starting up
No turning back
No moving on
The sun is setting
The garden is dry
The tree is rustling
Walls go to pieces
Soul against soul
Like digging drains
Or making tea
– perhaps then I could whip out my sword
And cut down a Kerouac Tree

p.
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THE IFS OF LANGUAGE
Yes this is all that language is good for from now, a means of going mad,
eliminating thought, rupturing; a labyrinth of foolishness, not a dictionary
into which certain pedants from the environs of the Seine may channel
their spiritual narrowness.
— Antonin Artaud
Language cracks; words separate from their ﬁxed sequences, meanings peel
away and names abandon their objects. In such a world no one can hear
you scream. “The Ifs of Language” collects a shattered language and gives it
another, possible meaning by remaking it into images.
I have to ask the question each time I write: is it me who is writing this
or is it someone else?
The history? Look at the elder Tiepolo, who wrote the names of the lovers
Angelica and Medoro on a tree.
William Carlos Williams writes about “......the ifs of language...”, which
I take to mean the possibilities or the potentials of language, that are beyond
dictionary meaning. It’s what’s outside the frame, what is absent that interests
Williams.
The history? Look at the Cubists where the shape of the letters are a
part of the painter’s composition, and words take an active part in building
a pictorial architecture.
In one way, “The Ifs of Language” continues what I’ve done in the past. I
make images which are a montage of bits and pieces salvaged from popular
magazines. In “The Ifs of Language” I take the ad copy of writers working in
mass-circulation magazines, cut it up, and re-arrange it, sometimes leaving
the odd word or phrase as a signpost to a possible reading.
The history? Look at Kurt Schwitters and the Dadaists; who mixed tram
tickets, wrapping paper, advertisements, magazine articles and illustrations.
These “Ifs of Language” raise the question of what is clear and what is
obscure in language.
It is the duty of the reader to take the writer to safety.
The history? Look at René Magritte’s “Ceci n’est past une pipe” where the
tension between verbal and visual meaning is heightened by telling a simple
truth; nothing rendered in pigment can in fact be a pipe.
Do we have the courage to admit that everything which is written is already
dust at the moment it is written? Is all that I’m doing then, collecting the
dust and putting it in another book? (And what’s the slipcase for....to ensure
that none of the dust slips out?)
The history? Look at Miro’s world, where words explode and leave behind
free ﬂoating letters.
Today, I’m half forced to believe that adventures aren’t found in books or
in writing, as in my childhood; they are found in ﬁnance and in the circulation
of money. It seems as though the best ideas come when money is involved or
at stake. So I take a cowardly each way bet; half of the texts originate from
p.
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THE IFS OF LANGUAGE 2002
Original text and black & white offset, 42 x 26 cm, housed in a slipcase.
Bound by Nick Doslov (Renaissance Bookbinding). Masterthief.
Edition of 10 + 3 artist»s proofs. Photographs: James Stuart.
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commercial magazines and the advertising they carry and the other half are
drawn from the archaic world of my reading.
The history? Look at Shusaku Arakawa. In 1969 he exhibited a series
of work with the instruction to “If possible steal any one of these drawing,
including this sentence.” A group of students obliged.
The words I use have got very little to do with me: I don’t own them and
I only use them because I’m obligated to say something that the next person
things they understand.
The history? Look at Andy Warhol’s headline paintings of the 1960’s.
Words are signals. They whistle to get over our attention. They wink. They
say, “Listen, because now we’re going to tell you something important.” But
then they clam up. They stand in the way of something else, which also lacks
the power of speech. Words are apparitions.
The history? Look at Roy Lichenstein’s speech bubbles.
Language should take reality by surprise.
The history? Look at Robert Indiana’s highway signs.
Completed texts need to apologise because they only exist on fault lines.
There’s an accident. Language has been derailed. Pieces spin oﬀ. Do these
bits want to return to their ﬁxed content? On the left hand of each double
page, the words abandon their original syntax, and on the right hand page,
they hustle back to it. The left panel carries that conversation you half heard
and couldn’t quite hold on to; it’s the fragment; there should be enough that’s
recognisable to spark the reader’s interest, but not enough to satisfy it. The
right panel returns the reader to safer ground, it re-establishes that familiar
equilibrium. On and oﬀ the merry-go-round.
On one of my morning walks I pass the Burwood East Language School.
Kids who have recently come to Australia huddle in groups, kick soccer balls,
play music, shoot baskets and wait for the classes to begin. Advertising the
school is a billboard in several languages. I think I recognise Khmer, Arabic,
Vietnamese, Chinese and English. I try to make out what the shapes might
mean. I look at the Arabic from right to left. I try to identify relationships
between English and the shape of the other languages. This is how “The Ifs
of Language” began.
The history? Look at the Edward Ruscha’s phrases that ﬂoat against expanses of colour.
How much is my completed text on the right hand page of the book an
apology for pulling the language apart on the left hand page?
I want to force words to divide their loyalties between their accepted
meanings and a new pictorial meaning.
“The Ifs of Language” excuses language from its set, traditional task of
making itself clear.
So even while despairing at the brittle nature of our lines of communication, we can hope that meaning is still out there, somewhere.
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THE USE OF ASHES 1996
Original handwritten text and gouache, 42 x 32 cm.
With Theo Strasser. Bound by Nick Doslov (Renaissance bookbinding).
Edition of 3. Masterthief. Photographs: James Stuart.
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Original handwritten text with linocuts and 2 photographs, 43 x 50 cm.
With Angela Cavalieri. Loose folded sheets housed in a box made by White»s Law Bindery.
Edition of 10 + 2 artist»s proofs. Masterthief. Photographs courtesy the artist.
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PARIS 2003
Black and white offset, 21 x 16cm. Bound by White»s Law Bindery.
With Leon van Schaik. Edition of 10 + 2 artist»s proofs. Masterthief.
Photographs courtesy the artist.
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THE PRODUCTS OF WEALTH 1997
7 sewn and numbered booklets housed in a drop back book box, original letterpress
text with tipped in silver gelatin photographs, 29 x 20 cm. 4 J.H. Duke poems
accompany the photomontages. Bound by Nick Doslov (Renaissance Bookbinding).
Edition of 5 + 1 artist»s proof. Masterthief. Photographs courtesy the artist.
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ARTIST NOTE
While poetry and, more generally, literature have always been central to my
creative practice, I have also been interested in writing as a modular entity.
How does text interact with, exist across and inﬂuence other art forms? How
do these interactions in turn inﬂuence the reading process? Inter-disciplinary
promiscuity and collaboration have been paramount.
The ﬂash-poem Frequencies was the culmination of several new media
projects with graphic designer and artist Karen Chen, and sound-designer Jon
Wicks. At its core was a poem stemming from my creative mistranslation of a
1960s sociology book. The concept for the animation, developed with Chen,
was to create animated mock-diagrams ﬂoating on an abstract grid-space.
The soundtrack was modelled on the idea of modulating frequencies. It won
the 2004 Newcastle Poetry Prize New Media category.
In Between Berowra was a “new-media poem” (for want of a better term) on
DVD, commissioned by Macquarie University Art Gallery for the exhibition
Imagining Berowra Margaret Preston & Beyond. Installed in a custom-designed
alcove, cut oﬀ from the main space by a thick, black curtain, it described both
Preston’s journey into the Australian landscape, and my own journey into
Preston’s practice and the bush-scapes around Berowra. Still-images of this
outer-Sydney suburb formed the backdrop for the textual fragments and
vectors shaped into visual form by Karen Chen. The soundtrack was spokenword dubbed over an ethereal soundscape, formed in close collaboration with
Jon Wicks. Editor and animator Tamara Meem was integral to bringing the
disparate elements to life as a living and (almost) breathing work.
The Travel Poem is an example of how I have approached the poem as a
modular object, able to occupy multiple spaces in diﬀerent formats. In this
instance it exists ﬁrst as a text, second as an artistic object (limited edition
book) and third as a performance. Each form brings diﬀerent implications and
diﬀerent realisations. The artist’s book is in eﬀect a series of visual poems and
photographs that form a quasi-improvised response to the original poetic text.
The piece was ﬁrst performed at the Loft Readings, University of Technology Sydney, in October 2005. In a darkened room, I read out the poem while
simultaneously navigating through projected stills from the artist book and
mixing in the original soundtrack by sound-artist Guillaume Potard.
Finally, and most recently, my collaboration The Twilight Colour with
emerging classical composer Tristan Coelho was part of the ambitious Triptych project, curated by Stela Solar. Working with Coelho’s minimalist composition as a guiding inﬂuence, I explored my urban surrounds both poetically
and photographically, a contrast between the mystical language of the sea and
the still lives of shopfront objects. These explorations were assembled into a
three-channel slideshow, projected behind the musicians and composer/conductor as they performed the piece live on-stage.
Without the passion and talent of my artistic co-conspirators, none of
these projects would have been possible. At best they would have been poor
imitations. I am grateful to all involved.
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FREQUENCIES 2004
Screen shots. Interactive flash poem. James Stuart (author & director)
with Karen Chen (flash-designer) and Jon Wicks (sound-designer).
Icon links to website.
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IN BETWEEN BEROWRA 2005
Screen-shots. Single-channel DVD, 09'07 √ edition of 9. James Stuart (director, author,
photographer & voice-over) with Karen Chen (art director), Jon Wicks (sound-designer)
and Tamara Meem (editor & animator). Icon links to separate website.
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IN BETWEEN BEROWRA 2005
Opening night photos from Imagining Berowra: Margaret Preston & Beyond,
Macquarie University Art Gallery. Photographs courtesy the artist.
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THE TWLIGHT COLOUR 2006
Photographs from live performance at Triptych, Sir John Clancy
Auditorium, University of NSW. Three-channel slideshow, 7'55.
With Tristan Coelho (composer). Photographs courtesy the artist.
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THE TWLIGHT COLOUR 2006
Photographs from live performance at Triptych, Sir John Clancy
Auditorium, University of NSW. Three-channel slideshow, 7'55.
With Tristan Coelho (composer). Photographs courtesy the artist.
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THE TRAVEL POEM 2005
Spreads from artist»s book. New media performance and
artist»s book (each page 14.85 x 10.5cm, edition of 10).
With Guillaume Potard (sound designer √ performance only).
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THE TRAVEL POEM 2005
Spreads from artist»s book. New media performance and
artist»s book (each page 14.85 x 10.5cm, edition of 10).
With Guillaume Potard (sound designer √ performance only).
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ADDENDUM (OPEN OTHER END)
Addendum started its life as letters engraved into granite (in 1979), became
a letterpress print (1989), a T-shirt (1992), a postcard (1996), a clock (1999)
and a watch (2006). It has not been printed in a book or magazine, after 27
years in the art world. My interest is in considering what kind of ‘poetic work’
this is, and how it has changed in these diﬀerent versions through shifts in
dimension and deﬁnition, materials and media.
*****
I had been aware of some of Ian Hamilton Finlay’s concrete poetry and
sculpture since 1967, and had typed my own pattern poems with a manual
typewriter between 1967 and 1969. Some of these were published at the time,
but it was hard to have any control over the way they appeared in a publication, since in those days typesetters controlled the page. In 1970 I shared an
exhibition with Aleks Danko, and framed twenty short poems from a series
called Multiple, wanting the art audience to ‘read’ the page visually, to see
the hand typed words in fragmented lines as a kind of graphic form, and
their reading as a double act, both visual and vocal. Since the poems had no
decorative additions (being bare typescript on plain white paper) it might
encourage an appreciation of the aesthetic qualities of the poems as visual
forms where the details of line break were a rhythmic device, replicating the
hestitant patterns of natural speech. For example, the ﬁrst poem:
She is
a multiplicate
of falters,
a butch
delicacy, offering
me wrigglecake or
cutting blackberries,
she is
enclosed
against this
prickly Spring
In 1973 I shared another exhibition with Aleks, and this time subjected copies of my newly published poetry book Soft Riots (University of Queensland,
paperback, 1972) to variation: one copy was shot with a few holes and then
screwed with pages open onto a big target. Other copies were between sheets
of clear perspex, with castor wheels attached underneath (the Coﬀeetable Edition) or padlocked shut (the Bibliophile’s Edition). Another work had a copy
of the poem Mangoes sealed in a glass jar with an audio cassette recording of
a particularly lascivious reading of the poem, and a mango.
p.
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In these approaches, it was poetry itself – the typed or printed poem,
unadorned – which was being brought into the art world, and given new
twists to make it able to be viewed or accepted as “art”. This included the
deliberate destruction of the book as a readable
object, denying entry for the reader.
In 1976 I began working with scraps of
marble and granite from a large stone yard in
Adelaide, exploring how ideas of poetry might
be embodied in a monumental form. The scraps
were selected from left-overs in a large stone
cutting yard, man-handled alone into the back
of a ute, and driven to the sanctity of a green
backyard in the inner suburbs. They had a polished face, hewn-sawn sides, and many had a
roughened top like a crust of bread. They varied in size from something which could be put
onto a mantelpiece, to heavy lengths only just
liftable by a single man.
I didn’t want to simply engrave selected lines of my poetry into the granite,
like a new kind of ‘page’, but to work with the existing forms of the marble and
granite and ﬁnd words which seemed to belong in them, an integration rather
than an imposition. Could a poem consist of only a word or a few words, if it
was made as rock-solid sculpture? What kinds of poem could these be in the
context of their monumentality, no longer just scraps of granite, but a marker,
a declaration, a point of contemplation, an idea bomb.
The ﬁrst work I made used the words of a graﬃti I had seen the year
before scrawled on wall in London. I remembered it as seen from a doubledecker bus, with no frills or graphic elements, just the two words plainly
painted in black on a blank wall somewhere. It was probably a message from
a Creationist, although they hadn’t been heard of at the time; but for me it
spoke of revolution. Now it became freshly ambiguous, hand chipped in traditional script, into a scrap with a kind of deathly elegance. I wasn’t making
gravestones. The function of the work remained mysterious.
This interest in word sculptures culminated in 1978 in a ﬁrst solo exhibition, at the Adelaide Festival Centre Gallery. It was titled ‘The Everlasting
Stone’’ in honour of a trade catalogue of that title which had been issued by
the company, Monier Granite, which supplied the materials. Their catalogue
had been withdrawn and destroyed as demanded by a government Trades
Practices department on the grounds of misrepresentation since (and I quote):
“Nothing lasts forever.”
In 1979, preparing for a ﬁrst solo exhibition in Sydney, I was making new
engraved ‘everlasting stones’ . I had a collection of ‘cores’, which are drilled out
from thick slabs of polished granite as a part of their processing into useable
shapes and sizes – mostly as a building material (rather than as headstones,
as people readily suppose) for use on facades. These cores came in diﬀerent
lengths, and in a variety of kinds and colours of granite.
In those days I had a dog, and was used to buying cans of dog food,
which invariably had a warning in raised letters on one end: OPEN OTHER

EVOLUTION SUCKS 1976
Black granite with hand-cut text finished
with gold-leaf. Approximate dimensions:
60 x 40 x10 cm.
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END. This was not as mysterious as it might seem, since the metal tins had
a higher lip on their bottom side which a standard can opener would not ﬁt.
If the label had come oﬀ, the manufacturers had kindly ensured you could
still know which way was up, while the dog looked at you longingly. I must
have noticed some of the words which were hiding within these three words.
With a pencil I drew the letters in a circle (there was no other way of doing
this, it would be ten years until I owned a computer, let alone the software
which could do tricks).
I didn’t do all of my own lettering – why
would you, when you are working with people
who have made it their specialty, and their lettering has an authenticity through tradition?
– but I did do some. In the photograph you
can see on the left that the lettering is a bit uneven, even amateur, and the spacing is slightly
irregular. The letters were drawn onto a thick
masking tape put over the surface, then the
letters were edge-cut with a scalpel and the
OPENOTHEREND 1977 & 1978
insides removed, leaving them ready for sand-blast engraving. The lettering Engraved granite.
in the other example (on the right side of the photograph) is also by me, but
this time using a mechanical technique where individual plastic letters were
placed onto a special kind of adhesive sheeting, which was then pressure
heated, pressing the outlines of each letter through. This gave a much sharper
edge, and cleaner outlines. The letters are also more deeply blasted. Keeping
the two of them is a treat, because I like variations, and not having to make
deﬁnitive choices about what is best. “Hand-made” already states diﬀerence:
these are unique variations.
This variety of granite is known as Blue Pearl. Mined in Scandinavia, it is
one of the most expensive, appreciated for its complex layers of colour which
are like ﬁsh scales. Perhaps ﬁve of these were made, from a declared edition
of ‘up to seven’, in several kinds of granite.
The physical embodiment of the text creates a sculpture, heavy and toebreakingly tough if really used as a doorstop. It happily has no function except
as a kind of puzzle, possibly useful as a book end, but ﬁled under art not
literature. A found object meets with a found text which has been looped,
and becomes something more.
‘Openotherend’ is not a poem in the usual sense of “a complete and selfcontained piece of writing in verse that is set out in lines of a particular length
and uses rhythm, imagery, and often rhyme to achieve its eﬀect”. While it
may not be employing the “imaginative, rhythmic, or metaphorical qualities and the intensity usually associated with a poem”, it is – at least to me
– nonetheless “something particularly lovely, beautiful, or delightful” (these are
the Encarta deﬁnitions extracted from this edition of Word software) which
is made of words. So I’m not sure if this is a poem. A poetic? A word work?
It’s not strictly a concrete poem, because its string of ordinary words don’t
step through themselves into some denouement in a visual domain. It’s not
a pattern poem, although it runs in a circle, since its shape doesn’t represent
or resemble anything – it’s just a circle.
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The surprise is with the sequence of the words which the reader is alerted
to as they peruse the circle, and the puzzle which lies in ﬁnding the ‘right’
answer to how they should be read. To this extent, I don’t like the give-away
in the title in that this spoils the self-discovery,
like giving away a key element of a book’s plot
to a newly embarked reader. But there is no
single answer.
For ten years, these granite cores as ‘everlasting stones’ were the only way it was. In 1989
I had the opportunity to work with Petr Herel
at the Graphic Investigation Workshop which
he had founded at the Canberra Art School,
to make a single print, for inclusion in a folio
he was gathering work for. Petr hand-set the
type using traditional metal letters, which was
a masterful exercise since the type is made to
go in straight lines, not in a circle. It took a
great deal of patience and skill, and his choice
of type and the setting became deﬁnitive. A
small run of thirty or so letterpress prints were
made, most going into the folio with some extras for my own use. I titled the work ‘Addendum’.

ADDENDUM 1989
Letterpress print.

Two years later, in 1991, I returned to the Art School to work on a folio of
letterpress prints with Les Petersen – the second of four print folios I made
between 1989 and 1994, called The Sydney Morning. The typesetting which
Peter Herel had made was still extant, because he had kept it to show students,
so we were able to print again from the same block. Then, the letters were
reused in another pattern/concrete poem (‘Swing Wing’).
These prints were all made on high quality rag (pure cotton) paper, signed
and numbered in the usual way for prints made to be framed – at least potentially, or temporarily, from the folio.
In 1992 I was invited to participate in the 9th Biennale of Sydney, and
made a large-scale public installation of a series of banners with lines of poetry which were placed in turn across a bridge over a main road near the Art
Gallery of New South Wales. I also changed a ‘Form One Lane’ sign near
where I lived in the Hunter Valley to ‘Form One Planet’ and a photograph
of this was published in the Biennale catalogue. I also made 3500 copies of a
bumper sticker with the phrase: NO MORE CUNDING FUTS, and ﬁfty
T-shirts with an exact copy of the ‘new’ design of Openotherend printed on
the front, black letters on pure white. The bumper stickers were free for Biennale visitors, and soon appeared on cars, guitar cases and lamp posts across
the city. The manufacture of the T-shirts were paid for by the Biennale and
sold as a part of their oﬃcial merchandising.
If making a sculpture and a letterpress print are safely within the realms of
“art”, where does a T-shirt sit? T-shirts are one of the most common forms of
clothing worn in the summer in Australia, and there are always a huge variety
p.
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of designs available. They are casual, cool and
comfortable, and vary widely in quality (both
of cloth and design) and price. Some people are
happy to identify themselves completely with a
brand, wearing shirts which say nothing except
the brand name (such as Billabong).
So what? Why is a T-shirt worth talking about: isn’t it just a commercial spin-oﬀ,
a copy, less than the “original”? For me, this
T-shirt was a break through. I wouldn’t have
done this, except that it was commissioned.
The positioning of the “poem” onto the body
made it completely new again. This is diﬀerent
territory. While someone (very few someones)
might have wanted to frame a print and hang it in their home or oﬃce, now
they could make a much more public identiﬁcation by choosing to wear it.
What was the wearer saying? Weren’t they inviting other people to stare into
the circle, unravelling the interpenetrating texts while looking at their chest?
And with the solution discovered, what could this invitation to ‘ open other
end’ imply? An invitation or an instruction? The text is no longer held ﬂat on
a simple surface (granite or paper) but wraps with the varying curves of fabric
responding to the shape of the body, to the hang of the cloth. And it now has
legs. It’s a mobile, literally poetry in motion (sorry, it’s not a poem, is it?).
This personal enactment of a curious instruction is in the spirit of Fluxus. In 1992
Nicholas Zurbrugg gave me a signed T-shirt
by George Brecht, a 1977 project made as a
Conz Edition in 1989 by Francesco Conz in
Verona, Italy. The conundrum created by the
message carried on the front and back of the
shirt brings the reader to a looping paradox.
The assertions are contradictory but each points
forward to the solution being in the next. I rang
Nicholas in Brisbane to thank him and said
that I was going to wear the artwork to the
opening of the Biennale of Sydney. With his
endearing stutter, he advised against it, saying
that the T-shirt was worth a thousand dollars, and could be accidentally stained by wine
or life. I asked what was the use of a T-shirt
that couldn’t be worn, but have to admit that it
wasn’t, hasn’t been, and is still pristine in its box.
It has become an artefact, a valuable, destined
for a museum collection one day, where it will
only ever be displayed under glass. The only
way out of this dilemma would be to print a
bootleg non-edition, completely not-precious,
in the spirit of Fluxus.

ADDENDUM 1992
T-shirt for Biennale of Sydney,
cotton.

GEORGE BRECHT |
THE PARADOX T-SHIRT 1989
Conz Edition.
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Through all of this, at some time I noticed that the twelve letters could
work as a clock face, opening up its sequencing dynamically. The hands of
the clock would determine the reading, moving
through twelve hours across the set of interlinking words, but in ways which were hard
to predict. There would be what seemed to a
person checking the clock a kind of regulated
chance operation, giving a new idea to the time
of day. With the letters allied to the normal
position of the hours, as the clock told the time
it would tell a word, making ‘there’ time rather
than ‘here’ time or ‘her’ time, with each word
shown twice in a twelve hour period with either the long or short hand on the clock face
leading.
In 1999, I travelled to Munich to install a series
of signworks in a famous Platz (a city square),
for an art event called Piazza. There I met Peter
Fabian who is a publisher of multiples (industrially manufactured sculptures in editions) through his company Artikel
Editionen based in Berlin. He asked me to suggest ideas for a multiple,
and from those which I oﬀered he chose the design I’d recently made for
Openotherend as a clock. It was pretty simple: the same type exactly as on
the letterpress print, and on a square not a circle. The variation making the
work new again is not in the graphic presentation of the verbal/visual typographic play, but
in the concept of its embodiment. A clock has
a particular place in our lives, whether in the
home or work place, we rely upon its accuracy
in telling the time. The nature of time (social
time, the personal experience of time, the relativity of time in physics, dream time, and so on)
has been an on-going fascination. We have no
alternative but to live within it, and know that
the ‘hour glass’ is a measure of our lives passing,
inevitably to end. I know the air will outlive my
lungs, but language survives us, we will keep
living on inside the words we breathed.
With objects, you always face the practical matters of matching production quality
and actual result with the ‘intimate speciﬁcations’ of the ‘industrial design’. The clock faces
were made in New York by Electromark, the
company I’d started working with on small
pressed-metal versions of signworks. The text
was screenprinted onto a square of brushed
aluminium. The clock mechanisms came from

OTHER END OPEN 1999
Clock, published by Artikel Editionen.

ADDENDUM 2006
Design for a watch.
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Germany. We made three editions of one hundred each, with one hundred
going to the Electromark company to give away to their customers in exchange for making the clock faces, one hundred for Europe to be distributed
by Artikel Editionen, and one hundred for sale in Australia. Assembly was
laborious. The clicking of the clock mechanism was on the edge of being too
loud. Sales were slow in Europe. The Australian edition was sold and given
away over ﬁve years. I swapped the last sixty of the European edition with
Peter Fabian for a couple of large Stop Go signs. They’re still sitting unassembled in a back corner of the studio, another job to get to sometime. The
edition could be called out of print, except for these pieces on the ‘to do’ list.
This might not seem signiﬁcant, but when you cross over from the domain of
the page with its (relatively) easy reproductability, to the physical object with
its fragility and individual fate, the issues of rarity and value change. If the
edition is sold out, then the existing works become more valuable immediately,
provided that the artist is ‘collectable’.
I have wanted to make a watch, as a ﬁnal manifestation or embodiment of
‘Addendum’. Shown here is the product design made in Photoshop, modelled
on a style of watch which Artikel Editionen published by Otmar Horl, called
‘Zeitlos’ (Timeless) in an edition of three hundred and sixty ﬁve.1
Production of ‘Addendum’ as a watch is currently underway in Berlin, by
Artikel Editionen. There will be only thirty examples made, as a test run. It
is unlikely to be a commercial success.
— NOVEMBER 2006

1

This is a working watch (wind-up
action, gentle ticking) with a black
face and no hands. To wear it is to
realise how many times you check
your watch, and each time you do,
to have a metaphysical moment
as ≈the time∆ is denied you.
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ARTIST NOTE
I/T: Selected Poems 1980-1996 integrates a range of diﬀerent poetic forms
that Amanda Stewart has explored over a period of 16 years. As well as more
traditional poetry, it includes conceptual poems, visual poems, oral poems
and poems that have both written and aural forms.
On opening the box set one ﬁnds a series of visual poems and a book and
a CD. The book and the CD can be regarded separately or experienced as
one entity. The CD follows the book with the same sequence of poetry so that
one can experience both the written and aural forms of the poems simultaneously, if desired. However, the aural versions of these poems are not simply
performances dictated by the page (or vice versa). The two forms (written and
aural) exist in parallel, integrally related but also distinct from each other. This
is an important distinction for Stewart as some of her work is concerned with
the diﬀerence between the oral and written forms of the English language.
Although both forms are inextricably linked in literate cultures, they also
operate according to quite diﬀerent systems, utilising diﬀerent grammatical
and signifying structures.
As well as containing the written form of many of the poems on the CD,
the book also includes visual and conceptual poems which have no aural
version. Likewise, the CD includes oral poems which do not have a written
form. These pieces vary in their conception and production, as described in
the CD’s liner notes. Many of these electroacoustic pieces explore relationships and distinctions between language, music, logic and speech, incorporating ideas from linguistics, psychoanalysis, science and philosophy. Part of
Stewart’s formal interest has been to engage with the materiality of language,
itself, to crack open aural and visual signiﬁers and to make an intervention at
the basis of our listening and reading processes and the cultural assumptions
that they embody.
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I/T: SELECTED POEMS 1980-1996 1998
Book (68pp) and audio CD. Boxed-set,
Here and There Books.
Photographs: James Stuart.
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THE WAR POEM 1984
from I/T, Here and There Books, 1998.
Photograph: James Stuart.

THE LIBERATED SHOWROOM 1987 | G»DAY 1989
from I/T, Here and There Books, 1998.
Photograph: James Stuart.
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POSTICHE 1993
from I/T, Here and There Books, 1998.
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POSTICHE 1993 (cont.)
from I/T, Here and There Books, 1998.

POSTICHE 1993
MP3 audio file, 01'05,
from I/T, Here and There Books, 1998.
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SOUND AND SENSE 1991
from I/T, Here and There Books, 1998.
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SOUND AND SENSE 1991 (cont.)
from I/T, Here and There Books, 1998.

SOUND AND SENSE 1991
MP3 audio file, 01'05,
from I/T, Here and There Books, 1998.
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VICE VERSA 1996
from I/T, Here and There Books, 1998.
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PHOTOCOPY POEM 2005
From the series The Twentieth Century Never Happened

PHOTOCOPY POEM 2005
From the series The Twentieth Century Never Happened

PHOTOCOPY POEM 1984
from I/T, Here and There Books, 1998.
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A WALKING TOUR OF THE RED ROOM COMPANY
“Take her away to the red-room, and lock her in there.” Four hands were
immediately laid upon me, and I was borne upstairs.
— Jane Eyre, by Charlotte Bronte, Chapter 1
The construction of the Red Room began with the room and painting
it red.
A room is a space inhabited by unseen thoughts, like the poem. So too
is a room deﬁned by its spaces and silences; both are structures in constant
transformation, deﬁned by what happens within them: deaths, births, suicides,
epiphanies, handstands or punches.
A room is entered, inhabited, and exited. A room can be renovated,
furnished or torn apart - similar actions used in the mental and physical
construction of poems and Red Room projects. A room exists because of
whomever or whatever is in it; corporeal (paint, rug, desk, doors) or symbolic
(imaginary voices, memories, hallucinations, feelings).
A Red Room (project) is an empty stage to be performed and set upon.
Without audience it is inanimate space; poem-projects require crew, cast and
a constantly changing perspective achieved by working in new hemispheres
with fresh poetic consciousnesses.
Each step into the Red Room becomes a footfall into a poem. The step
is a going forward that opens up perspectives on Australian poetry you’ve
previously not had. Poem experiences in The Red Room should be unconventional and multifarious yet woven together by the project frame and time
of experience.
The Red Room is made up of the material of spirit and of poetic place, a
space given meaning by everything and everyone who is part of it, everyone
who has the potential to build it or burn it.
I keep your hands on my windowsill.
Potted, cut off at the wrists, and they grow.
They are the most gentle hands I know.
— from ‘Hyrdroponics’ 1, by Elena Knox, Epic Poem, 2003

THE RED ROOM COMPANY 2007
Logo. Design: Bright Red Oranges
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The Red Room’s bank
My wallet. With the library cards,
the raffle tickets, and some cash.
With one hand he f ilched the notes.
— from ‘Law and Order’ by Jennifer Compton, Poetry Crimes 2005
In The Red Room the poem has material worth, as a commodity to be valued and exchanged. Marketing of the poem
is inherent in all our projects; to make professional projects
we must persuade the public of the value of poetry itself, and
of poetry in its various guises - CDs, performances, posters,
installations or ﬁlms. One of our assignments is to market the
essence of poetry and suggest poetry has worth in comparison
to, and competition with, not just every other art form but
every other form of substance.
The actual name of this poetry organism, The Red Room
Company, was selected in part because of its links to the 19th
Century company, which hijacked the creative meaning of
company - from being a troupe of performers or group of
persons, to a company being a for-proﬁt business. The word
‘company’ sits on the end of Red Room’s name to draw attention to the fact Red Room works with poetry as thought it were part of
Martin Place market place; a poem is deﬁned by its ability to be bartered, be
exchanged, have value, be of top quality and in demand, whilst being sacred,
divine, authentic, unique, honest and rare (whatever the poet’s interpretation
of these qualities are).
To fund The Red Room Company we market the poem to those not
normally familiar with the form whilst inviting government funding bodies,
philanthropists, businesses and institutions to support us to continue employing poets, writing poems and delivering our projects.

POETRY CRIMES 2004
Flyer for reading. Artist: Tonee Messiah

The Red Room’s minstrel’s gallery
I came across a strange case containing what appeared to be
a mind intending, but caught in the act and trapped there.
— From ‘Gone today, here tomorrow’, by Chris Edwards,
Poetry Crimes, 2005
The brittle sweet of Chris Edwards’ voice (Poetry Crimes) or mischievous
bravura of joanne burns’ voice (Pegged Poetry, Wordshed) - recording the
poetic voice and releasing them into the ears of the ether is a ﬁxture in all
our work. Recording the material of sound onto the material of tape or CD
or disk is a record of a time, place and person, useful for archiving and for our
shared craving for nostalgia.
The voice is imperfectly perfect; pauses, coughs, splutters, and accents can
reveal the size, age, character, and sensitivities of a person whose body can’t
be seen until you listen. Via the material of sound, the material of blood and
bone is produced - blush, frown, curl and smirk included.
p.
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The Red Room’s toilet
You see that glaciers have small veins
from the windblown dirt from the creation
- From “The Glacier”, by Andrew Slattery, Toilet Doors 2006
Via national call-outs or direct commissions The Red Room
Company is interested in a diversity of poetic styles and stories originating from a broad range of landscapes, cultural
backgrounds, ages and interests, Australia-wide. We unearth
green poets unfamiliar to the Australian literary landscape
whilst balancing the content with work from more wellversed poets. Our projects aim to provide people with new
ways to get inside the poem and the poets; collaborating with
other art forms and artists is one of these.
Toilet Door Poetry commissioned poems and artworks
for installation and exhibition on the back of toilet doors, nationally. The poet wrote the poem ﬁrst and then visual artists
translated and explored the poem through their art. There was
no reusing of materials in the project – poets didn’t respond
to pre existing artworks but the space was pre-determined,
an essential part for poet and artist in inﬂuencing the style,
length and mood of the ﬁnal poem.
This project emphasised poetry as a private and public art
and act. Reading in the toilet space there is no such thing as
a right way to interpret or respond to the poem. Yet, this project was created
for the public spaces of cinema and airport toilets and so the act of poetic
composition and contemplation was also a public one.
The poem in the public space takes on the material of protest and of
self-identity, the material of toilet paper and tiles. A poem on the toilet door
relinquishes its sacred object status and becomes an item of public joy or
public nuisance.
The public toilet space was refurbished as an exhibition space, a viewing
room, a library, a dream centre. The activity of replacing an advertisement on
the back of the toilet door with an illustrated poem meant the captive audience had to think diﬀerently for a few seconds and perhaps take this type of
imaginative free thought into their next interaction with the world beyond
the cubicle.
It is easy for the poem maker or project curator to simply place a poem
beside another material object and see what happens, but combining the text
of the poem with the object brings about a genuinely new materiality.

TOILET DOORS 2006
A reader at custom-insalled cubicle, Toilet
Doors launch, Customs House, Sydney.
Photograph: Matthew On.
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ANDREW SLATTERY | THE GLACIER 2006
Poster, from Toilet Doors. Illustration: Owen Swan.
Design and Photograph: Designworks.
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The Red Room’s Cinema
The splicing part is easy. There are tools used for cutting the negatives.
Words and phrases have the precision of surgery, and the practice.
— From ‘An introduction to editing, Cut-in’ by Felicity Plunkett,
The Poetry Picture Show, 2006.
Using the mediums of web, radio, ﬁlm and live performance our 2006 project
The Poetry Picture Show played with the similarities and diﬀerences between
the construction and reading of a poem and that of a ﬁlm or moving image.
The ten selected poets were encouraged to use the grammar, history, structures, dialogue and other materials associated with ﬁlm as material for their
poems. Words such as shoot, assemble, edit, cut, play, pause and watch became a language shared between poets and ﬁlms, and functioned as a guide
to creating and delivering the ﬁlms. To stress the collaborative component
of ﬁlmmaking the ten poets and on-line audience were invited to review,
respond and discuss one another’s poems and the moving image adaptation
of them, via a blog.
Attempting to retell the ten poems through individual short ﬁlms, using
a small moment from each poem, was a way of distilling them. The project
oﬀered audiences an alternative way to experience the poem and its creators.
Taking the original poem script, making it abstract or emphasizing its narrative, also gave poets a new way to read their own poem, wrongly or rightly.
In this project poems and moving images were time machines able to
stretch, shave, suspend and rewind time. Time, in poems and moving images is versatile, ephemeral and explosive. The tiniest movement of anything
(light or line) re-directs the entire meaning of the poem and within shots or
paragraphs you can maneuver past, beyond future, to heights of air where all
the missing people are.
The Red Room’s alcove
broken tennis rackets, tent poles
strange murmurs in the bushes
— From “Waiheke”, by Ella Holcombe,
The Cabinet of Lost and Found, 2006
The Cabinet of Lost and Found exhibited the minds of ﬁve poets through a
quiet display of objects in a cabinet - during the 2006 Sydney Writers’ Festival.
Each of the poets wrote a poem speciﬁcally for the project and gathered a
collection of objects to accompany their poems; objects that revealed secrets,
shames, sensitivities and histories of the poets and that could also be used as
maps to unearth hidden tracks in the poem.
Poems inhabiting the cabinet encouraged the viewer to gaze and to touch.
Information signs promoted the objects as objects to hold your hands around
and photocopied version of the handwritten poems and poet biographies
entrusted the visitor with poems to pocket and take them home. In the noisy
town of a writers’ festival the Cabinet of Lost and Found was a treasure of
literary whispers.
p.
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THE POETRY PICTURE SHOW 2006
Briohny Doyle reads with film in background.
Photograph: James Stuart.

THE CABINET OF LOST AND FOUND 2006
Installation at Sydney Writers» Festival and
handbound book by Lorraine Brown.
Photographs: Prudence Upton.
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The Red Room’s classroom
Scissors, Paper, Rock.
— From the mouths of children all over the place
Red Room Company project titles draw the
readers’ attention to the particular modality and
physicality of each individual project (Cabinet, Picture Show, Fingerprints, Papercuts) Our
project titles are material and reﬂect the active,
moving, portable and assertive nature of our projects. Revolutions can be
contained in poems and in their titles. Our education program, being piloted
in 2007, is titled Papercuts, positing the notion that poetry can stimulate pain
receptors in the skin and brain, as a paper cut does.
A paper cut smoothly slits the skin then deposits wood mulch, chemical-coated ﬁbers and bacteria. Tiny particles smaller than punctuation marks
continue to be felt because the skin, on either side of the wound closes quickly
and traps the particles and the sting. Ouch. Paper is more powerful than a
razor. An average poem is a razor; an exceptional poem is a paper cut.

PAPERCUTS 2007
Logo. Designer: Creative Spark.

The Red Room’s Mezzanine
Fingerprints on spotted, spotless, any sort of papery substance - the ﬁngerprint project or handwritten poem is an ongoing project for Red Room. Since
Fingerprints, our ﬁrst exhibition of handwritten poems at the Sydney Writers’
Festival in 2004, we have been collecting handwritten versions of poems by
our project participants, with the aim of wallpapering a universe (as we keep
redeﬁning it) with these ﬁngerprints.
Finding and displaying poems handwritten by the poet provides valuable insights into a poem’s construction, the poet’s personality and the tools
s/he uses. The act of following handwriting exercises the eyeballs, enhancing
poetry’s inherent visual qualities. The ﬂow and undertow of script is a code
to decipher.
The spooky, ethereal mood a handwritten poem can evoke pokes at our
uncertainty about divinity and genius. Handwritten poems call our thoughts
to questions of the ﬂesh: skin, muscle and blood as the conduit between divine
inspiration and the human.
Motionless on the page the script still moves: the slant of the wrist nudges
the words into motion. Rowing the rhythm along using the materials of pen,
pencil, crayon, chalk, wet stone or a stick in damp sand.
The handwritten poem is a map of slowness and softens and slows the
viewer’s space like snow. Follow the gesture of curves and dips in script and
your eyes and brains slow to the pace of the poet and his/her poem. Reading
handwritten poems isn’t for the lazy. It requires patience (and no Blackberries).
The Red Room projects are about noticing details like the material of ink
and lead or how pause power sets Time in the Red Room to the time of the
hand written poem.
p.
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MICHAEL BRENNAN | POEMS 2005
Handwritten poems for Finger Prints, Sydney Writers» Festival.
42 x 29.7cm.
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The Red Room’s fitting room
Hell ’s dress code? Most abstract, most rational,
fascist four-square and modern: Uniform: Order and Disorder.
— From ‘Costumes’, by Adam Aitken, Occasional Poetry, 2007
The Red Room Company is forever interested
in how to wear a poem from head to toe, inside
out - to ﬁnd a fresh way to write, record, display, produce, create and store a poem. But this
act shouldn’t deviate from the original vision
of the poet. It should oﬀer new means, ones
the poet hadn’t planned, by which people will
experience the poem.
This philosophy, and the idea of tailoring
a poem to ﬁt a space for a one-oﬀ occasion
informs the Red Room’s 2007 Sydney Writers’
Festival project, Occasional Poetry:
The project is an installation of poems, tailors’ dummies and materials that will investigate poetry’s relationship with costume, fashion
and the slogan. Taking the wit and disguises of the late Gwen Harwood as its
“muse”, The Red Room Company has commissioned three Australian poets
to each write an occasional poem.
Each poet will assist in dressing a dummy with costume materials from
their personal collection The poems will be handwritten onto fabric and hung
in the shop-front installation. Clothes become publications pinned with poetic slogan badges and a shop-front doesn’t advertise clothes for sales but
poems for free.
This project makes “material”, in its most literal sense, the material of
poetic publication. Poetic identity will be worn by the poet and worn by the
public too in the form of badge poems.

OCCASIONAL POETRY 2007
Undressed mannequins for
Sydney Writers» Festival Installation.
Designed by Rita Carmody.

The Red Room Company
Red Room Company projects deﬁne the ‘material poem’ as having physical
and non-physical parts. In all our projects poetry is abstract and corporeal.
Using pre-existing distribution methods and inventing new ones, our projects
aim to broaden the publics’ deﬁnition of and experience with poetry.
The Red Room was built as a room for the feet and souls of poets to travel
through. The Red Room’s space is limitless and if we need more we’ll make
it. The Red Room is a structure made by the materials of the mind that make
up the poem and as each new poem is brought into the room a new room is
made and laid with new material. The Red Room’s door is always ajar.
To get a full list of residents, visitors, board members and family visit
www.redroomcompany.org.
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FINGER PRINTS 2004
Flyer with illustration by Tonee Messiah.

FINGER PRINTS 2004
«Bicycle» by David Malouf.
Facsimile of handwritten poem, 21 x 29.7cm.

p.

FINGER PRINTS 2004
«Wolf» by Analiese Porter.
Facsimile of handwritten poem, 21 x 29.7cm.
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